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Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, October 15, 1977
Former First District Congressman
- Frank Albert Stubblefield Dies At 70
Frank Albert Stubblefield, who
served 16 years in Conoress, and later
on Murray State University Hoard if
Regents, has died of lung disease at the
age of 70.
The former First District
congressman died at 11:05 p.m. Friday
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Stubblefield had been in the hospital
since Sept. 21. He died Of chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease, similar
to emphysema, a hospital spokesman:-
saick
Stubblefield served eight terms in the
_
U_S_ House, frorn Mato 1974_ , _ --
HeTwas vieeëhäfrman of the powerfill.
House Agriculture Committee, and
chairman of the tobacco subcommittee.
Stubblefield was noted for his
attention. to agriculture, particularly'
tobaccck and for his interest in public
works projects for his district,
especially the Land Between the Lakes
recreation development...
-He -bad won election in 1958 after-.--
defeating heavily favored 22-year
Tributes Slated For
MSU Homecoming
Opening the 1977 Homecoming
weekend at Murray State University
Oct. 28 will be special tributes to R. W.
(Doc) Farrell, who retired in June after_
--32 years with the university; 20 of which-
-as chairman Of the Department of
Music.
He first will be honored at a banquet
beginning at 8 -p:• in. In Beshear
Gymnasium of the Student Center,
formerly the University School.
Following the-banquet, to which the 
general public, as well as former
- - students and friends of the retired-
- nvited, Farrell again-wilt.
be the guest of honor at a jazz concert
6eginning at 8:30 p. in, in Lovett
Auditorium.
Performing will be Murray State jazz
ensembles with Kai Winding,
internationally-known jazz trombonist,
, "...as the guest artist, performing_some of
is composition S: The concert will be
-followed by an informal reception in the.
----1-aaditorium for Farrell and members of
• his family. • 
• A •
_The, fcglqwing day, the Matching
. Thoroughbred _balk Will devote part of
Prices, Production Up
its halftime show at the Murray State-
Eastern Kentucky Homecoming
football game to "A Tribute to Doc."
Tickets for the banquet are $5 each
and reservaffrins should be_rriade with_
Dr. Eula McCain or with the
Department of Music office not later
thah Oct. 22. The telephone I/tuner is
762-4151.
Farrell, a native of Marseilles, Ill.,
came to Murray State as band director
in 1945, arid-Vecame -d-epartmeriUT
chairman upon the retirement of Price
(Pop) Doyle in1957.
Veidetr known t ar-fitis -wit--atat fcrr 4ris
total involvement in musical activities
on the campus down through the years,
Farrell is perhaps most identified with
the annual "Campus Lights"
production and the-Quad-State Music
Festivals. He served as advisorto the
student producers of "Campus Lights"_
for 30 years and was the first Quad-
State band director, s position he held
-seYeral Y.ear.s. - . - -
When the new FineArtiAddtlion was
dedicated in 1971, the recital hall in-the---
10-story facility was named the Richard
W. Farrell Recital Hail:
incumbent Rep. Noble Gregory oi
'Mayfield in the Democratic primary.
iTeWas the first Democratic House
candidate in Kentucky history to defeat
an incumbent Democratic
congressman.
He then became the second ever to be
defeated when Rep. Carroll Hubbard,
_
Flint 1u9IT
now serving his second term, upset him
narrowly in the 1974 primary.
Stubblefield had retained his loyalty
to former President Nixon on the
Vietnam war issue - an allegiance
based on a poll of his conservative
district - and Hubbard hit hard at that
issue in the primary campaign.
Darkfired Tobacco Undergoing 'Comeback'
BylOWELL ATCHLEY
Murray Ledger & Times
Staff Reporter
' After a downward tailspin of
mediocre prices coupled with low
-production, dark fired tobacco is
enjoying a comeback of sorts.
."* Production is up this year, it's been
that way for the last couple years, and
—trte MaceoU-ffnalty negilutillgtrrbrtitr
the cash comparable to burley.
The 1977 Calloway County dark fired
tobacco crop is the largest since 1969,
say both the county extension agent,
Ted Howard, and Holmes Ellis,
business manager for the Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers Association,
which is based in Murray. 7
Although local darkfired -tobacco
production will probably never again
equal the scope of the late 1800's .or
early 1900's the crop this year is
valuable. Prgliminary estimates place
the cash vaTiie- of dart fired in the
county this year at from $4.5-million to
"In the early 1900's we had about
7,000 acres in production in Calloway
County," UK extension agent Ted
Howard said in a recent interview.
'County farmers planted about 2,160
acres of the leaf this year. Total county
base is 3,100 acres. That's up from a
1974 low of 1,100 acres, according, to
Howard.
Farmers last year planted 1,720-acres
and in 1975 planted 1,400.
"It practically bottomed out in 1974
when we got down to about a third of
our r allotment," Howard said. The
reason, Howard said, was the prtee.
The price just wasn't paying farmers
to put it out."
Dark fired tobacco growers who
stuck with the leaf year after year saii
something happen in 1975. The leaf-that
year brought. over a dollar a pound,
Lions Clubt
Sponsors Clinic
Murray Lions Club is sponsoring a
free hearing diagnostic clinic in
conjunction with Murray State
University special education
-department, on Monday, Oct. 17 from 9
a.m. to noon at Bel-Aire Shopping
Center.
• According to a spokesman, the free
clinic is preliminary to a Lions Club
sponsored sight, hearing and health fair
ei•tegi the week ifftee-4-e- 4
- •
coilipirrillefio the meneOellig paid fork'
burley.
"The $1.39 average last year was the
first time in history dark fired outsold
burley, which averaged $1.14 a pound,"
Howard said.
The reason for the upward swing in
prices is in part •due to European
smoking habits. Aside from being used
a Stuff *and chewing tobacco in the -
United States, dark fired is prized as a
smoking tobacco-in Holland and other
Scandinavian countries. "About 60
percent of it is exported," Ellis said,
"Holland is,the largest exporter, with
some going to other Scandinavian
couittrteg and France, Switzerland and
the Netherlands."
HOT BARN—A_smoking dark fired tobacco barn in Almo helps illustrate
the "eombeback" of the leaf in Calloway County. Prices. are up, production
is up, new barns are.even being built to house the leaf:
un-like burley, of - whict the
existing supply could support American
smoking habits for two years, there are
no stockpiles of dark fired. Thus, the
ratio between demand and supply is
keen.
Calloway, County last year produced ,
about two million of the son-le-11ft'
million grown in what is known as the
w e Siern dkarict drifie prodiktro-fr
system. •
Howard said the new interest in dark
fired production has also prompted
another phenomena-barn building.
"We've had 'Shout 16 new tobacco barns
built this year of which 10 are new two
tier labor saving barns. Whereas the
old trpditional barns had up to eight ind
10 tiers, the two tiered barn is designed
for one man."
Dark fired tobacco experts are
uardingly optimistic about the future
of the leaf. The traditional marketing
time for dark fired tobacco and
numbers of farmers locally last season -
opted for direct barn to buyer sales
rather than going through the market.,...
Howard said that increased
production "shows that if the money is
there the farmers ;ill-produce." Ilty,t he
mentioned overproduction can mean a
downward swing in prices:
Serious Crime-
Down In County
-Serious crime in Calloway .County
was down considerably duringthe first
six months of this year compared to the
same period last year. according to a
recently released report.
Crime in the state was down '12.6
percent during the first six months of
this... year over the same period last
year, according to the Uniform Crime
Report released by Justice Secretary
John L. Smith and-State Police
rnmrnissioner Ken Brandenburgh.
Calloway County recorded 32 fewer
,arcenies the first six months of this
▪ year compared to the same period last
year, according to the-report-
The county recorded, one murder or
non-negligent manslaughter during the
two comparative periods; burglary was
down, as was robbery; aggravated
assault was up.
Calloway County recorded no forcible
-apes during both periods. The county
• 'corded only one robbery the first six
months -Of HMV year compared to two
recorded during thi. same petite) last
vrar.
•
Upon his defeat, Stubblefield said he
was pot bitter. "I'll miss the job. I have
-̀ -̀ a ta of friends uphere in Washington.
But I have a lot of friends down home,
too," he said.
',There's that half-acre lot that needs
a lot of leaf-raking," he said. "There's
some hunting and fishing I want to do.
And I'll go from there."
Stubblefield- was a graduate of
Murray High School and the University
of Kentucky. He was a -Navy officer
during World War H.
In 1951 he- was elected 1st District
railroad COihmissioner, and heletrirl-
office when he ran for Congress in 1958.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home said
arrangements for Stubblefield were
incomplete early today. Friends may
call at a time to be announced.
Stubblefield is. survived by his wife,
Odessa Bowes Stubblefield of Murray,
his father Vernon Stubblefield Sr., of
Murray, two - brothers", -Vernon'
Stubblefield Jr. of Murray and Dr.
Rohert James Stubblefield of
Memphis; three daughters survive,
Mrs. Hunt Smock, Murray, Mrs
Frankie Mason, Frankfort, and Mrs.
John Mallies, Covington; five
grandchildren also survive:
He was a member of the First United
Methodist Church, the American
Legion, Veterans 0 Foreign Wars a,nd
the Murray Rotat.Club-L-.
The Stubblefield-Tamlly asked that
expressions of sympathy take the form
of donations to the Frank Albert
Stubblefield Memorial Scholarship
Fund in care of Murray State-
University Alumni Association.- 
Haunted House
Has New Addition
Kappa flaunted House and Karnival
is adding a new addition to annual event
this year, Kappas1 will feature a
tildren'a Room -for-young alkiren--
.(ages 0-8 years). "This is intended to be
a fun-filled event for those
thpressmnable yOtnigststs who have.
nightmares!" _ Lind; Stockton„ co•
• 'chairman- for the Children's Room,
remarked: She added that special
entertainment will be provided and
surprises given.
Mary Taylor, co-chairman of the
Children's Room, said children will
enter and meet several supernatural
people such ai - Wonder Woman,
Spiderman, Cookie monster and others,
The Children's Room will be open from
to 8 p.m. on October 18,19, and 20 in
the Carmen Pavilion.
Also, featured again this year is the
Karnival Room with games for all ages
( fishing, duck pond, apple bobbing,-
dirt throw, bean bag tols,' basketball-
toss, ring toss, and milk can toss).
The. Talking yumpkinhas returned ._.
-freffi the -pumpkin:Pitch again le Via,
with all his friends, Ms. Taylor said. -
For those more adventurous people,
Merels the annual Ilitatetlitouse, held
from 6 to 9 p.m. each evening of ,
October 18,19, and -20:: Several new
chilling -experiences are in gore for
those who. dare, to enter. Each year
KAPPAS of the Murray Women's Club _
strive to increase the thrills and
excitement for all who participate.
Children . 6 and under must be
accompanied by parents through the
Hadnted House.
To add even more excitement, a
raffle will be held on October 20 at 8:00
p.m. for a people-powered- car- This-- —
year Kappas will be using the Haunted -
I-louse money to support Calloway
County's tootoau team, Murray High's
band trip to the Orange Bowl, and the
Murray Civic Community Theater.
Everyone is.inVitSd to come and ha',
a good time. Food Will be sold nightly,




Paul F. Kiesow has been named
- Manager of the Mw-ray plant of Fisher-
Price Toys, it was annouonced today.
He sacceede Royal C. Kain, Murray
__plant manager since the facility's
inception in 1973. Kain will retire from
the company January 1978, and until
then will assist in the management
transition while working out of the
Murray plant.
Kiesow, most recently vice president
of manufacturing and plant manager of
the Ward LaFrance Truck Corporation
in Elmira Heights, New York, is a
graduate engineer of Alfred University.
He was associated with the
Westinghouse Electric Corporation for
24 years, serving as manager .Aof-
division facilities in ,industrial
engineering; engineering manager of
the cathode ray department; and
-Manufacturing manager. He is active
in the Boy Scouts of America and the
4
-Alfred University Alumni Association.
Kiesow and his family will reside in the
Murray area.
In making the announcement, John
Zahorian, vice president of operations
inside today
for Fisher-Prick in East Aurora, cited
"thet1511trIbUtions of Royal Kain to both
the Murray plant and community_ and -
to Fisher-Price.
Paul F. torsos
One Section -L-- 16 Pages
Murray High .made it two in- a row Friday night.
narrowly defeating neighboring Mai shall County_Fligh in
a 19-13 overtime football match. Read Murray Ledger and





Mostly cloudy with widely
scattered showers ending tonight
and partial .rlearing late tonight.
LOWS in the upper 30s. Partl!
sunny and cool Sunday. Highs in
the mid to upper 50s. Winds,
nerthwest 10 to 20 miles, = hour









- Let's glIkv"Well , 18
Local Scene 2,3
. *Opinion Page .4
-.mopeds   -40711-,i2
Anonymous for those with a drinking problem. They're in accented with candles and _ white Hag mar, .marray, with you. An insincere person
_ call ALANON (affiliated_ with A.A.) to learn how to cope 
- The bride was escorted to
with an alcoholic. It's free and could be the most valuable 
the altar by her father who Warts, Tn., hirs.-Peari Moore, LIBRA
call you've ever made. - was attired in a white tuxedo 
Rt. 1, Box 135, Murray, Hal (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) A-1XX
. _ DEAR ABBY: I work in a rest home where at least half with mint green shirt and 
Mathis, Dexter, William A. Not a favorable day for
lobbying your interests. ...11°8-PITAL-udnsPAir Hardin
the residents are senile. They tell their families that we white boutonniere. On her way 
Farmer, 1102 Main, Murray,
Associates probably won't be " mra' "rte r-'
-Ahnbirs'a.hudie-14' Cala' --Rt-- ly ' ' • - - Route One hal-been dismissed- _ doirf feed- or bathe them" Some even say that we steal to the altar she paused-to give very .enthuslastic. Bide your
from them! Abby, oftentimes, these stories are believed, her mother a long stemmed time.
Wouldn't you think that they would realize that these poor red rose and on leaving the 
from the Western Baptist
old souls are confused at times and not responsible for altar -after the ceremony. .what they say?' -- presented a red rose to her
„Five minutes after they. have.cursed (and even tried to _new mother,th_taw. -----74*, usi. they  .reack_Out-•19_hUit and kiss ip:7-d110:4315 . . .. . _ ..orgotteri all the said-ead'dbne. • -
- Given in 'marriage by herPlease print this so the families of these poor old souls
will-rem/ire that if-.-"rat didn't love and understand them, we Pa-r". the 'bride was 
lovely Mr. and Mrs.- TirmnA y Dee-Brannon
wouldn't be working here. fa her °Mita ficiwii-cif pearled
CARING NURSE chantilace scalloped sabrina 
.
EAR CARING: Orchids to you and to others who work 
neckline, satin ribbon at the cYmbidium orchids- friends and relatives 
other out -
D
. in places 'where thia type of understanding :- - 
waistline, and a magnificent The bride's maternal , of town guests not 
lited were
desperately needed.. ade of -ruffled tiers of 
grandm ther Mrs Ewel Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cary,
The only way to -handle those who are not responsible - gcali°Pe- d acetate nylon 
Fuqdi of -Cottage Grove, Tn., . Pb and Mark, Buena Vista,
for their actions, be they senile or mentally ill, is to lov chantilace that swept to a 
wore an apricot lace covered Tn.. Mr. and Mrs. Murrell _
them, love 'them, love them. •
. . - ---.....-.....-ris.,. tape
--DEAR ABBY: I had a shower in my home anclaerved a point over her-wrists. • Miss Jane Orr, cousin of the -Beth 
Dewitt, Hollow Rock;
...yeti-nice lunch. One svomanasked if I had -an extra dessert Her thedrai i ' .1' groom wearing a green floral Tn.; Mr. and Mrs. Felix
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
No matter how tedious
Cheese Biscuits ntay seem, Temain
tp-side-Down- Chee-S.-e
mmeme
working in yaw avititexests
- or dinner.'- Melt- two -without broadcasting the fact.
•
ca ength ,,.ii -
she could take home for her husband. I couldn't very well made of silk and-nyinn illusion caped floor length gown and fiatteison, German"iwwn-,-"^-...,have said no, so I saittyes. Then two more women spoke up was attached to a camplot white carnation corsage, kepi and Mr. and Mrs. 
John T.
and asked if they could take home "a treat" for their ii...ha....„......,...A_Ia,_ti.._ the guest_register. a the Wier  Riunbley, Decatur, Ga.
--- liOban4 ad riirli-s-StueI--akinti: -That -ckdliti -ut iit .-------1--- ------- '- draped -with a wiltte hand - Rehearsal Dinner - -
dessert. ' --seed pearls and encircled in
-- One-Invfted guest came'llate due to working, and there . Inatching laee. Her 





John Rumbley late grand- , of the_S_AtYS no_dessert_faf her And,of_ course,. my family  got  jewelr was a gold heart ,
nothing. Please print this, , _ __ . _ ._ -Jacket _belonging_ to her miner of the groom, --- groom, entertatned- with 11
Reception - - --.- rehearsal ditmer at -the-
tablespoons bUtter.in an siaGrPIARIUS are'.
square pan, then sprinkle with Nov 23 to Dec. 21) "`
1/2" cup of grated Parmesan- Mixed influences. Stay out of
cheese. Cut 1 (10 oz.) package speculative ventures and. be
of refrigerated biscuits into t'ir:wiana crx°' ill dealings
quarters and space theth---FATsnKnN
evenly over the cheese. Bate- (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) v4/
10 to 12 minutes in a preheated Adjustments, revisiorikquick
,.oven. Invert, te__ .,(.1.1aniie_LTaY Caer Pf the
serving plate-and let ea-Chem rise'tn-:i-aretit:e"
break off a desired serving. don't argue wherestajct, finelse
I have never seen anything m your column about the Grandmother Fuqua. • She
boldness of people who ASK if they can take home goodies Carried a cascade bouquet of Immediately following the 
Colonial House Smorgasbord
for their family a. icot_ talisman roses ceremony the bride's parents in Murray. Thirty-six guests.pr
stephanotis, and baby's en-MI:Med wi a receplion m enioYed-the dinner.
breath with greenery and the fellowship hall of the For the 
dinner the bride
_A white lace backing church.
DEAR BURNED: You have NOW. wore a brown jumpsuit with
. 
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Diagnosin
-.Actsbw_
By Abiga[l Van Buren
Handy-Checklist For daughter of -Mr.-itrici Mrs.-Otis -
Miss Debora Gail Burk,
Burk of Puryear, Tn., was
g.Alcoholics
married to Timothy Dee
Brannon, son of Mr. and Mrs.
_
- • Harold Ireennen Purye,ar,
•
Burk & Brannon Vows
. Read, Puryear Ch,urch






Baby Girl Wyatt (mother
Gwen), 1708 Vine, Murray,
Bay--Giel---Hutson her
st. 3, Box 874,
mYrray-
 Frances Drake 
FOR MONDAY, OCTOBER 17,1W
What kind of day .wjll
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sigrt
ARIES ova.
(Mar. 21-Iii-A-pr. 20)
Excellent Mars influences! A capable of BIG thing,s now.
gOod period for business talks, PISCES
DIS5-1ISS-.41.2 especially if they concern fund- (Feb-ate Mar. 201
-DEAR ABBY-i-f ant-nat iiireibuti think -someone in-̀-nri Septerliber Mrs. Flossie-Y. -Edwards, raising or capital in4ettrnerit. iilay 'be -Eonsult
family is an alcoholic. He says- he can take it or leave -it tenth, at -7:30 p.m. in the Dexter, Mrs. Margie R. King, TAURUS )..t atiy. others before taking unusual
alone, but he always seems to be "taking it." It has me Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Patricia A. ( Apr.- 21- to May 21) action. Your Intuition is (=-Sanctuary of the Puryearworried. How san I be sure? Coleman and Baby Girl, Rt. 7, Someone w4o. has been cellent, but another, vieWpoint
_ WORRIED Baptist Church: -
DEAR WORRIED: The American Medical Associa- The double ring candlelight
don has daa;apd 414,8atio„, thi,t_thay ceremony was performedby
say are useful in diagnosing alcoholism. All liffinnitive lite-PasturTttle- Rev- .-
reply to one makes a person suspect, while an affirmative Hudson. The music was
reply to two "definitely" classifies a person-as a problem presented by Mrs. Gary
drinker: Gemini, organist, and Miss
1. Does the subject drink to calm his nerves or to Pam Jones, pianist. Selections
sedate himself? were "If," "Time in a Bottle,"
2. Does he becomes idereasingly irritable while 'This Guy's in Love," and the
-firtiaking?'` " ''traditional wedding march. -
3. Does he frequently drink until he becomes quite
drunk? 
Rev. Hudson sang "Thi-
- _Lord's Prayer._"   4. Does he drink-ii ateadify increasing amount -or - The vawa--- -weri exchanged
alcohol? -
-5. Doug hi Itideltis source- of.aleahel-7-  - a9f_are Wit a_14kr R,Sered
'Mayfield , Mrs. , Rath A;
Futrell and Baby Boy, Rt. 6,
-asShiruiL -
and Baby Girl,. Rt. 2, Hazel,
Mrs. Margie L. ?Janney and
Baby Boy, Rt. 3, Box 227,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Shelia K.
Phillips and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
Almo, Dorothy L Turner, Rt
1, Hardin,- Javier" Garetat---;
Penya, No. &Orchard Heights,
MAI. Murray,  Paul Goodley, _
103 S. 13th, Murray, Mrs.
pulling against- you, career- couidte helpful.
wise, now holds out the olive
br.anch. Grasp it gratefully. YOU BORN TODAY are
OtMINI endowed with a-ftne in-fellect, a
(May 22 to June ;1) '7' gregarious personality and a
You may be up against some_stboog..11RA
unusual competition in your artistic Cgialities may have the
field, so keep alert. With your quality of genius. The Libran
fine intelligence, you should leads or follows with equal ease,
find ways to outrun the best. but prefers doing things ac-
CANCER cording to his own methods.
- (June Ztle July 23) • 44:4 - are inthusia:st, keen
Everything points to a most about every aspect of life.
interesting and inspiring day. Therefore, you never find life
-You shotdd be ftiled with new- chilt Y-otrare -endowed- with .
.1-01/ad 017thniaM and confidence. more perception of others'Shirley Vonschodch, Rt. -6; - LEci
the inerning? delabriun entwined w 
. 
dit.cg needs and More objectivity of
6. Does he lie about his drinking? - the
Murray, Mirk R. Pipkins, RI • (July-24 to Aug: 23) • thought than mast persons, so
7 Ocieerhe take a drink first thing 
' -fifteen bras,s arch- can-
3, Paris, .Trir.&.-,Stephanie J. ,.. The use of.,gne,14 gftra( or , s.could p4eed as a statesman, .. la
8. Does he miss work Or shirk his duties because of greenery and flanked by heart - COpelana, Rt. t, 1881- 504( 
'Pleee of advice may be your diplomat, judge, writer or In-
drinking? 
?Ars.. Mary_ -K. , beatalaruktiy•nore...1Atok,ourfer _ venter. You isgukt also make an
--"--- ' - - - - --------- ------- '-alfatied candelabra M each g's " off heat " or out of." outstanding entertainer . Bir-
9. Does he neglect his family? .- ____="7.---.1 side. Processional candelabra Howard, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs 
thin.
could thdate of Robert Lansing
11 
.






, • g'. mislead. , Amer. statesman; Rita
- . Has he been hospitalized for drinking? jade foliage and satin bows on Rd:, Padiicah, Donald R. ' VIRGO . _ , _ant,h _Hayworth and_Montgomeri ..
12. Has he lost his job because of drinking? " Trii-in....BI. 8, Muilay', John R.- (Aug. 24 "-to Sitii."234- -r. AIL Clit, fibri-siars.each candelabrum marking
For 20 years I have recommended Alcoholics the pews. Each window was Brick, No 49-B Riviera Ct. Don't let your sympathetic -
the telephone book, but you must call THEM and ask for.
their help. Friends of families of alcoholies are welcome to 
greenery
Roselle- R.- •Mullins, , Rt. 3, vantage _of_yeu._
Murray, TIM M. Adams, 324 and generous heart run away
i may be trying to take
eathreeddriaalteseotrainitsTche 
amt 
_eosagefloor Imgthe  Ithitegownamationgwith ,anciEllisoivee,n, Jetetry,:proves,, Jena'
the • bride, was the maid of covered with a white lace floor lace 
applique. The couple
honor. Mrs. Leighton Parsley length cloth festooned with 
chose this time to present gifts
of Gleason, Tn., and_ miss streamers of imprinted to their attendants.
_TRci _ hanklitifk,another_sister.. 
wedding -wishes--connected - --The u-shaped tables were.
_
_
Mrs. Timothy Brannon, the
former Debora Burk, was
honored at a gift tea recently
given in fellowship hall of,the
Puryear Baptist Church.
Hostesses were Mesdames
J. T. Burton, Ralph Paschall,
Hoyt Mina', Doyle Gallimore,




Alexander and J. B. Orr.
The hostesses_ presented
corsages of white carnations
to the honoree, her mother
Mrs. Otis Burk, her grand-
mother Mrs. Ewe' Fuqua, and
the groom's mother, Mrs.
Harold Brannon, who were in
the receiving line, and one to
her aunt --Mrs. Doyle
of the bride  _Kam_ the With white satin bows. In the decorated_ witherystal candle
bridesmaids. They wore center of the-table wage holders with yellow candles
Gallithore Jr., who greeted identical floor length gowns of candelabrum with silk flowers . and a 
fall arrangement of
the 84 guests who attended, apricot floral polyester with in the bride's chosen colors A fresh mint 
green spider
__The serving table, spread-scooped ripple necklines and apricot and green which wer,t mums, apricot and 
bronze
with a white satin cloth full a-line three tiered ripple Presented to the couple as a, mums, 
baby's breath, daisies:
"trIfilined - in71ace, - held- 4 skirts'. The attendants wore leePSal'et 
- -and greenery.
centerpiece of apricot, green silk apricot flowers -with On one end of the table was a - Bridesmaids 
Luncheon
and orange silk flowers with baby's breath in their hair-and three-tiered wedding cake, - Mrs. Rex Albritten and 
Mrs.
' -
gold candelabra and whiz carried nosegays of gold and trimmed in 'apricot rosebuds - George Albritten of 
Purye,ar,
candles on either side.- P bronze minis' briti'y's-breatlf:. 
'with-white sugar."s and- TINI., -: were . hostesses for the
fours decorated with apricot and f • ' with' ' topped with a-miniature bride- bridesmaids luncheon held-at--ern tied  apricot • -rosebuds were served with
ribbons. and grooin statuette under a the Colonial 
Hous.e
apricot punch by Patty .
Kennedyd Miss Angela Sue Jackson, 
d At the bottom of theome. Smorgasbord. For the or-
Misses 
cake a lighted fountain was 'canon the bride wore a green•
Myra and Ste he cousin a the gracan' waS th-
urk tte ded th • flower girl. She carried -a 
enclosed by ,p rs and ac- corduroy jumpsuit-and a white
hens with carnation corsage, gift of the
table that was draped with a basket of apricot rose petals cented with
..
hand crocheted cloth made by which she scattered on the 
two heart shaped cakes at hostesses. 
thelate Mra:Letible Brannon. 
_ 
whfte - aisle runner In the - each-side;-On the opposite end 
Guests -were seated around
Guests enjoying viewing the Patheway of the bride. Her was a 
large crystal punch a u-shaped table centered with
array of nice and useful gifts dress and flowers in her hair bowl with apricot punch. a 
lovely arrangement of multi-
f rA isting in the serving of ' colored cut flowers in athe future Some of the were the same as the at-
bridal Couple. . tendants. . the cake, punch, mints, nuts, crystal salad' bowl bordered








at the altar he was wearing an Fatty Kennedy, Regina presented along with a silver
with 
OPEN 6:45 = START 71‘
Veazef Joyce Osbron, Debbie salad fork and spoon to the





 5We Dna VA II MA INN We
WIRT WHETIONWIT le • MIN.
/write •S wax ONE THING
WRONG WITH THE
DAVIS mar...
stephanotis boutonniere. Tony Allbritton,, Janet Orr, and bride from the hostesses and
a Brannon served his brother as Margie Osbron. '_ 
Mrs. Johnny. Brannon.
The apricot colored ricebest man. Mickey Ore of
table .overlaid with a white 
COOKINGMemphis, Tn., and' Glynn -bags were distributed from a
Galliinore were groomsmen.
George Allbritten and Larry • hand crocheted cloth made by _ IS FUN
Mis. Wilke_ Brannon, late:, •Kennedy served as ushers.
The candles were lighted by grandmother of the groom-. . 
RANGETOP DiNilLeR '
MIEffel-Gallimiire and James 
Panned Lamb Chops Potatoes
After -the reception' "the




couple left for a 'wedding
Alabama. The bride wore for YOGURT ZUCCHINI
ELLEN MAY'S
BeverageHudson. Henry Burk, brother
of the bride, was -the ring
points in Florida and , • Frelb 
Fran
bearer and carried a white
satin heart shaped pillow with ,
the bride and groom's 'rings. --'" inweling- ,a - camas colored- -- -FromArsoesiaa4aisioe•
The men, all wqre white flare - legged jumpsuit with 
2 (plunds zucchini'
tuxedoes , with tails,- apricot matching coat in polyester. 8 ounvcee:plain yogurt, at
shirts. aratIlaoutuanierea of . knit with. cap. sleeves--and- _, - roam temperature
elastized Waist with front tie -_.white carnations with apricot 2 medium cloves garlic,
edging. and broWn cord trim. crushed
Mrs. Burk, mother of the
to wear a fl where, he is 
Dash of salt -
bride, chose 
couple is residing in
employed as district 
siclep unPaltde :Zit -inigoor 
Lafayette, La.,
length gown of mint green
representative with Allis - few tablespoona of the attr lidt-
thick. Init_large skillet heat a
polyester magic knit with
yoke of Tatilledesign and Chalmers Corp Both the bride ihtaugtritcchini tO4l1takillet in
matching .cununerbund.- Mrs. -2 and groom_ipathiated from a single layer. Cook slowly,
Brannon, mother • of- the.. -- HerifY-Cogatl Higb 'School.- tduerrniZdast,:cewnsescrryieurgtoivietelt10-
broom chose to wear a floor Packa,--Tn-p- and Mr. Brannen brovrfi oaper to drain. "eeriest
greeri7-received his B.S.
agriculture and teaching ..
in' with remaining zucchini,, add-
interlock polyester knit with
matching.. Murrayshirred cum-, " the yogurt, t garlic and salt;
merbund
mooat .n over he chini Serve
and high neck from -M State University.- .."-- ' - room tempesmare, but any
modern.Bride. Both mothani.._...,....111 lidditkal , to - the :many -leftover rnay-be offered chilled.-





































(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A that fit-broadening your
mental horizons. Don't let
YoUraelf get bogged down in a






--- Mrs. Ron Hampton of
Murray has been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Fred Tucker of Murray.












Su4ette Vaughn - Owner &Operator.
• Edith Stedd - Operator
Rita Smith - Operator
(FeernefiviaDon'sileauty Botique)- -
vim), Th ru
f orRaincoats 9-u or*. 00.2,
























The next meeting of the
Lake Area -Mitres will be
Tuesday, October 18, at seven
p.m. in the 'Bank of Benton.
Activities for the coming
month will be announced.
Panned are a potluek supper,
dance, a roller skating party
and a picnic and hike at LBL.
Dates and time will be given
on Tuesday. For further in-
formation call 753-8933 or 753-
0499 after six p.m.
Bezl/t4i-
FursEussay
Mr. and Mrs. Van Futrell,
Murray Route &i-à,. (he- ,
parents of a baby boy, Jon
Tecry4 weighing eight pounds
eight ounces, measuring 204,
inches, born on yednetiday,
• Your Individual
Horoscope
 frames Drake  6 
FOR SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow bu? To find out whet
the stars say, read the forecast
given for ,your birth Sign.
ARIES
t Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) er• -1
Take precautions in written
and verbal agreements, and
scrutinize all situations
carefully. You could discover
, __hitherto unrecognized benefits.
:r7TAURUS
(Apr, 21 to May 21)
may. take longer than usual
gAeltici  zronolluitegt,dtinvutnket:p at
en-
thuslasm! Romance in high
favor.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
A bit of friendly advice could
SCORPIO
.i0ct. 24 to-Nov. 22) Infel
An "on-and-off' day, but you
should come through hand-
somely if you stress your clever
manner of handling situations
and your tact in dealing with
others.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 's
An excellent day' for corn-,
bining business with pleasure,
of profiting from your past
displays of good in.
t Dec. n to Jan. 20) vaCAPRICORN
A casual meeting with
someone of importance will
have pleasin(results --- but not
immediately. Keep that best
foot forward!
AQUARIUS
t;lan, 21 to Feb. 19)




hobbY;r"-move. Don't hesitate to grab the this is your day - especially ifMurray-Calloway County chance when you get it. you're looking for =nettling
Hospital.  _CANCER mho special in the way 'dimwits. or
- They have two other son• -(June 22 to July M )
-Nathan, age seven,- and,
„Darby, age five. The father is
self. employed as a tanner.
• Grandparents are Mrs.
-- Ruby Futrell-of Murray Route
















(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 X
Forget "important" matters
for the moment It's time to -
indulge yourself a bit -
preferably in the company of
LEO _4;6. gay and amusing friends.
• (July 24 to Aug. 23) vgrrA'''A
You may wish you had not
-madt certain-platis_for the day
but, even if it takes special
effort, follow them up. You'll be
happier in the long run.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IP%
Your greatest blessing now
will be "inspiration.' You'll
suddenly "see the light" in a
domestic situation which has
been puzzling you.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) an
Be realistic and.. pursue only
worthwhile goals. New op-
portunities offered through the
use of your creative ability.
Manageability must be your
keyword now especially in
areas where divergent opinions
max be encountered. A day
calling for your innate poise and
good judgment
'•
YOU BORN TODAY are
enthusiastic about life and •
people generally; are reserved,
dignified and well-poised. All
this, if true to the Libran's finest
side, which also includes a
talent for adapting to unusual
and difficult situations, stamina
in emergencies, and a practical
mind which also delights in the
artistic. Career fields in which
you could especially excel:
literature, the theater, painting,
the law, statesmanship and
medicine.'Birthdate of: Eugene
O'Neill, Amer. playwright;
























SALE THIS WEEK ONLY
FROG%
Copper Cookware Gourmet Enameled Cast Iron
10- - Knives Cookware •










Reg. $28.25 Door PrfreS Receive BP,
NOW $1425 FREE!Skillet
10-30% Off On All Vacuum Cleaners
v No over v broke ,. Royal v Regina v Premier v Kirby
v Rainbow v Sunbeam 4
Filter Queen Home Sanitation System
$275I1 Reg. 8550 NOW
Littoialicrowave Ovens
$50-$100.OFF







Special Friday 10-9 Murray, Ky. 159-1836Sat:1110-5 ..
Wedding Planned
:Ifiss Glenda McLeod -
and Mickey...Elkins
- -
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil McLeod of Murray announce the ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter, Glenda, to Mickey
sowef Mr. and Mrs. Bob-Elkins-of-Hardin.-
The vows will be read on Saturday, October-22, atseYett-pn.
at the Spring Creek Baptist Church with the Rev. Tommy
Powell performing the ceremony.
. A reception will follow at the church.
friends and relatives Ire invited to attend; only out of
town invitations will be sent.
IVA COMMUNITY
** CALENDAR
Saturday, October a. Monday, October 17
Murray Shrine Club will Recovery, Inc., wiV part at
Lltial  Wet*it- Than& ilia a 
IkAlth
p.m. - ---.„-renter; -Meth Seventh and
. Olive Street*.
Chapter M. of PRO will have
a potluch luncheon at noon at
the home of Mrs. Harry
Sparks with members of
Paducah Chapter P as guests.
-
" F antast I ' by Com-
munity Theatre will be at Old
.Depot at eight•f„W-T - -
Captain Wendell , Oury
Chapterwribe-DAlt-srill-meet-
at thelibine Mrs. John A.
Nance 1715 Farmer, at 1:39
p.irr.-Note change irt -
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen-of
the-World Hall at 7.:-30
Couples of the Oaks Country
Club will .have their dessert
bridge at 7:30 p.m. with Mr.
and Mrs. Carmon Parks and
Mr. and Mrs. Rudell Parks as
hosts. Call 753-4645 or 753-9712
if name is not on reservations'
list.
- • _ -
Fish fry by South Marshall
Senior Citizens will be at-
Fia rd in city Park with serving
at $2.50 per person to be
started at four p.m.
Ladies of Alford Lodge .No.
445 OES-will have a fish fiy
starting at five p.m. at the
Aurora Masonic Hall. "
M.ovie.and discussion about
Giant Canada Geese will be at
two p.m. at Center Station,
Land Between the Lakes
Wranglers Riding Club will
have its awards banquet
(potluck) at the Livestock and
Exposition Center at 6;30 p.m.
Sunday, October 16
Calloway County Athletic
-Boosters Club will meet at two
p.m. at Calloway High gym
with freshman and junior
varsity football players to be
special guests.
"Fantastics" will be
presented at theOld Depot by
the Community Theatre at
thriscp.m. .
_FelZ-wship supper will be
held by the Coldwater United-
Methodist Church Women at
he church at six p.m.
Prayer breadfast by the
Business and Professional
Women's Club will be held at




and building ideas to provide a
songbird sanctuary in own
back yard will be at two p.m.
at Center Station, Ladd
Between the Lakes.
Douglas Civic Improvement
Club will meet at Douglas




Murray Woman's Club will
_bave_anopenmeetiog at 7:30
- with Clara- Eagle to




will meet with Helen Cole at
OM p.m.
Bluegraas_State. C.B. *Club
will meet at the "ebb room
over Wallis Drug at seven
Calloway County-
Association for Retarded
Citizens will meet in Room 240
of Special Education Building,
Murray State-at-7:3O p.m.
. Hardin and South Marshal
-Bettor Citizens whir-
crafts day at the Hardin City'
Hall from 9:30 a.m. to three
p.m.
• Studentirof KETi-GED-
School held at Calloway
County Libraey in 1970-71 will
haves reunion at seven p.m.
In the community room,
AltarafFederal 'Wings and
Loan, Seventh and Main
Streets, Murray.
Former U.S. Congressman
Brooks Hays of Arkansas will
be visiting lecturer at Murray
State University 'through




Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
the home of Judy Cun-
ningham. Notechange in date
Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church Women will
meet with Ws-- Austelle
Crouse at 7:30 p. m. —
-7-Murray Assembry---NcL7.-
- bider of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at seven p.m at the
lodge hall.
--Dexter Sealor Citizens will
meet at therDexter Center at
9:30 a.m.
Murray Senior Citizens
activities will be at Ellis




Murray Woman's gub will




-"Jewels and Gems" will be
MC-theme of the special
program to be presented by
Miss Clara Eagle, retired
head of the Art Department of
Murray State University, at _
the open meeting of the Theta
Department- of the Murray
Woman's Club to be held
Monday, October 17, at 7:30
.p.m. at the club house.
Miss Eagle, a talented artist
and known for her many items
of jewelry, will present a
special workshop meeting,
according to Mrs. Arlie §cott,
vice-chairman of the Theta-
Department.
Members are urged to at-
tend and bring guests, said the
hostesses for the meeting,
Mrs. Z. C. Enix, MrS. Lloyd




Ise wait giyen an old steep*?
trunk by a friend about a year
ago, Phillip Kemp did not know
he gained a treasure box..
He recently discovered. .by.
chance that the trunk contained
two Me bills twice the current
size with Grover Cleveland's
picture on them, two regular $20
bills arid 'a $50 gold certificate
with gold printing. The Money
was stashed in a large tray that
it across the top of the trunk.
Kemp, 29, said the frientl,
whom he declined to identify,_
bought the trunk at an auction...
We sometimes say "carry
coliti-6-10irwaRthr
taking sonielhing where it is
already plentiful. The french
say -to carry water to the
river" to mean the same thing.
"pp
Fern Terrace Gazette




Fern Terrace is very happy to welcome to OW gall AS
Asst. Adm. Miss Barbara Irvaa R. N. Miss !man is a
. Calloway County native but has been nursing in New
Orleans, La for several years. We know Miss town will
bring comfort and cheer to our residents and we are
happy to have her With us. We AO want to welcome
two more new staff members Mrs.' Alishia_ Cun-
ningham and-Mrs. Vat ROW--
At Fern. Terrace we are beginning to plan our
Halloween Patty: Mr. 866-Maler and family brought
our residents apples this past week which they en-
joyed. We thank Mr. Miler for his kind gesture. • s
" _We also want to welcome to our HT-em Terrace
14mily," Mr. Willard - alhatri- andliontas McCutston.
Mt. Gillham came to look at Fern Terrace but stayed
right then. This told us all  that he was very impressed
and -wanted our tare arid conspany. - •
dOn't spend a 'lonely winter by *melt come
move into fern Terrace and let us see that you .are
provided with food, heat, care, companionship, social
activities and church services: 
Happy Birthday to ctor.00. Birthdays which are: Wry
Colson, Mable Duncan-and-Agnes Maier. --
•
Speech% Recovery to Evelyn Bryant and Chelsey Adams. for in-
io•otabow co:warning feint Terrace eat Mrs. LaVearte iapp. who. or
Miss Barbara Irvan anytime during The hours 9-5, 7 days a sieek or
just come by and visit us at anytime. .
laugh of the week When we discovered we could get candy out








The electric heat pump. The most efficient central heating
system you can buy.
Heats in winter, cools in summer.. It's the machine for these
energy conscious times. It cools-in the Summer  just like A
conventional central system. But -:- wow.! — in the heating
phase, it.is.much more. efficient than any_other kind of elgetric._
heat: liTgoes one unit of energy:- out' comelito units of heit.
• 2-00-percent-efficiency—
For more information about heat pumps, stop by and(se .
1112 West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation.
Murray-Mayfield
Sight, Hearing And Health Fair Oct. 20th and 21st





By George Joplin Sidering or have already taken.
President "What thgy don't know won't hurt,
National Newspaper Association them,'  they-boast:But what they
really mean is that if they transact
The hour was late; the streets their business under a . cloak of -
were dark and empty. A night secrecy, no one will know what 1,
watchman made his rounds from they are doing and they can run
'door to do& of .the downtown the government as they darn well
tiosinmsf}% Most people haCbeen please-: -- - - 
. 
-- ,
home for hours,, many of them How many Lbws in recent years
already in bed asleep. But the has it been notedjnotories that .a _
- lights still shenelmightfrin-thr- se1061rd, - city cOtilleit-aCilr: -
. newspaper office and the old court or some other governing.
manual typewriter ' -clIckety-todi has gone into executive
tlac.ked away as the editor session to discuss a problem, a
recorded what actibn had been situation that possibly would be
taken at city council -mottling that embarassing? All too many! If itls.,
night. . ' public- - business they are
Soon, thousands bi people would discussing, then rarely should it be
read that story and learn what city condiitted behind &zed doors. - - C • '
council had done to perhaps When you pick up a newspaper KF5
change- their lifestyle, alter their taday you have freedom in your
business routine or lower their hands but will you still have that.
._ instIritnee- rateo.-They--woubiteanrof mforen—i- -boirtomomy*
how each councilman voted on an if governmental bodies are
issue and who they should Contact allowed to go unchallenged into
if they disagreed with the position one secret executive session after
- a councilman took. The people another?
wanted this information and knew . .  --
they could . find . it in their •








































. r  n- alcoholi 010/0-R











































_ --e-i4 ..- It was in 1818 that Edniund 'Bacon -- Rogers of Smithland will be awardedstoildeeliolor'20-iiars: ''" - - — -* it-1m tftter'nFlattser-
- counting of jusEwhat transpired at decided to move to Kentucky; he had the American Flifidet -degrees
that council meeting. The' next In August when' President Jimmy rent of those surveyed, reported In an article on "Alcohol - The bellied move President Jefferson to the tomorrow at the national convention of
night it would be a school. board, Carter launched a campaign to errisurning titre or more drinks per Respectable Drug," - in the April 1977 capitol when be became president and the Future Farmers of Arne:ice at
meeting; the next a civic club "discourage all drug abuse" in the okasion, Dr. Noble said, while nearly 30 issue of the magazine Columbia, Father later helped him move back to Kansas City. Outland is the son of Mr.
----dinner-v.1MA _a _ meeting of the United States, he said he was also percent said they became intoxicated Royce points out that fifth and sixth- Monticello when his time expired. and Mrs. Elmus Outland and Smith is
planning and zoning commission -cower-Tim to d .iscourage "the excessive-- aerieraktimesnyseir„
Echoes From The Past fit *hid, Maupio
I Column of historical and genealogical
aneccliges-, stories and famqv notes.,
Captain Etimund Bacon
grade teachers aroimd the country "have _ -However, by 1817, Captain Bacon the son_of Mr- arid:Mrs-Hal Smith 
on and on The newspaper and use of alcohol. • reported classes iiibere half the pupils realized that 'finaneial nib was fast Death.; reported include Mrs: Jennie- ' . 
The presidential move came at a time &Tinting to the NIAAA director. 45 bring bottles to school, drink during the approaching the former president and Faughn, age 83, and Wiley L-Hooper, —4-...would be represented at each of_sterietwooldhe •,..., _.„I when authorities In the 1161c1 of Pent Of Young PeoPle-now -saY they no hour, and show •0171ous signs -Of--
- - at *310412"o-be, if - . .onii-tii;• iassroom.: 
. . „-, . athat he would-44Y nelongetheneeded . - age*
alcoholism siiere eirpresiting greiwing havebeeirdnink intoxicati n c . s- oversee r to the , fine estate . Seeing • Or . . Robert James Stubblefield of- publishal s6-the people wou
l
ld be anxiety coier the spreading alcohol abuse Percent in 1957. He added that rz percent •
Much of the alcoliol comes froli the that he could nO longer be of use to Mr. Memphii, Tn., son of Mr. JO Mra: ....i,d01711 of what waagoipi_on in, _ among_ teenagers and even amon4 pre- revolted that their got intoxicated oncel__ -parents. own suppiy,s the Jesuit says,_ - Jefferson, Bacon made- his plans and- -Vernon- Stubblefield; Sr., Murray, will-
' -thtir cbmiiiiinity_  : • - , • teenafirers• - month, against 5 percent who did so hi
At a Senate subcommittee hearing in 1957. - ;,. 
• The Rey. David - Wilkerson; an headed for Missouri, hist,... original be made a member_ of the American
"Congress shall . make no. iwte march.Dr. EtuatiNume, director cd_ . ruttier, said tor Noble,;_the average Assemblies of God minister and founder destination, stoppintt off 11r- 'Wirth ceneAe of. Snrgeorts at then:meting hi
lihi;:. :abridging the -freealin - Of. tit. National thsrtute Alcohol Abuse• - e1 on age at which young people have the flrst• of Teen Challenge who has worked.with Springs to visit las former employer Atlantic Ati l City, XI
speech, or of the press" the First ai1d Alcoholism (NIAAA), reported that ink'hs . young drug addicts for thepast 20 years, and friend. ' "
- - Hal Shipley, son-of-Mx. and Mrs. E.D.
Amendment to the Constftution about--70 per cent bf American high to 12.9 years in 1975'; 09 . Y   ,_ teenige alcohol abuse.   . • him a letter_ to take-with him, which  study at_ the  _.,Southern _Balitist..._
_ .began a major campaign in May against Jefferson;'nporr his departure; wrote Shipley, has enrolled 'for --gradilaW
•- States-the -cornerstone -of -our school- -students- have- tried-- alcoholicdemocracy; Without flist—au-orou-r - beimeagee,. end- that the number who meanwhile, says Fos* Mines -  4116 tWeinfte. , "P.Or*riTOTOS iti-Se_11001, .._ stated. in part„ ."The bearer has lived...-7-_-TheologicalSeminary,Louisville. .
hecame-intoxie.stedrnorts.thaasieuhied,sa---aoyee, S.J. dieeeteF-d---The-Aleehoi.---laday," Mr. Wilkerson said. "are with me A nomberxityeaint as manager_The.1959.Cfu•tabhatror_autoinobites are __.1- erff--€4 .would u-W-weeure. cruising and boozing.' " Hessaid young of my farm he is an honest correct now on display at Midway Motors,
Yet thole . freedoms are - being Studies 
Program at Seattle University, 'the fast 20 Years. . _
' "parents seentincredibly oblivious of all Pe°e.le chink be. aitat theY think alcnhnl " man in his conduct and_ istirthy of __According AO-, rasyson McClure and -
-threatened -bi- representatives - m won't "waste" tlierirlike drugs ilill alio - confidence; any ipformation which any Purdom Parks, owners.this, perhaps because their own drinking ause it is legal. "Booze is now the person may give him will be worthilygovernment who assume the at- habits motivate them in sublle or preferred 'liquid pot,' " he claimed.titude that it is better for the Five million teens drink unconscious ways to avoid 'facing the 30 Years AgoHowever, dm' may not be true .of a beirwedo;r?nel took him through
About five million teenagers, or 21 per 
spread of alcohol abuse among sizeable percentage of teenage drinkers is ipeople to not know what is going._ , - . ' Louisville, then a mere village, on to The estimated--valuation of building -on, what action they are con- According to Dr. Robert Dupont, director
- ' Vthcennes and thence to St. Pads, 
projects now in progress in Murray is
of the National Institute of Drug Abuse; 8477000, a survey revealed today. Of ..
polydrugsabuse, or the mixing of alcohol where he _met Governor Cleric Not
By George Hackett Kentucky Closeup -Today In History with one or more other drugs, has being impressed with Missouri, he this stun, $227,0o0. is for commercial
-/  reached alarmist proportions among_ returess tft Virginia roc tom ysam,after dueling. , ,•..._ ,
building and $250,000 for private
young people. which he again Made the trek wesi.,-thiSBy The Associated Press Sheriff Wendell Patterson said
FBI Agents Job 288th day of 1977. There are 77 days leftToday is Saturday, Oct. 15th, the among teenagers is strongly related _titi captain Bacon bought out several reports have been received of a number.A Boston study shows that drug use time settling in Kentyky. . of Ina-sing-M dogs in thiourea. .
in the year. alcohol use, with 90 percent of "heavy" patentees -in Trigg County, ending up A iiii
id
 program, directed by mrs.-
Today's highlight in history:
drinkers reporting use of marijuana. _ with quite a. large _amount of acreage. .lit ReilearA conducted by Dr. Hein' He lived in a small cabin while buildin t.:0--- - -Gregan and Mrs Oliver Erwin,-Not Fully PAck-ed in Moscow that Soviet Premier NikitaOn this date in 1964, it was announced Wechsler of the Medical Foundation in .Boston also found a strong correlation
Kbrushchev had been ousted from between alcohol use and the use of 
the house which his fortner employerg
had de.signed for him. While this house 
School on October 17."
will be presented; at Nevi Concord,High___
Mr.. and Mrs. J.H. Breach areseems modest by today's standards, it *office. , amphetamines and barbiturates among -was oite grand -ro-r trim part of iii. celebrating their golden- wedding -LI
On this date:
In 1522, the Spanish government 
the teenage heavy drinkers, ' anniversary today at their home near• country and for that time period, It was puryear, Tu. .,.
ELIZABETHTOWN, iti. "Use of amphetamines and barbi, .(AP) - Glossup, a 34-year-old transplanted said by an ancestor of Captain Bacon, 
-
named Hernando Cortez governor of turates, for example. was virtuallyForget about those television shows found when the house was sold after his 
Dr. •.• and Mrs. R.E. Beddoe have,Texan, worked as an FBI clerk in
Melia). -then called New Spain. non-eitistent among light drinkers, and . ' retired as Baptist missionaries in Chinayou've seen on FBI agents: theit lives' Washington while attending college. He
In 1917, the German spy, Mata Hari, was low (about 10 percent) among the 
death, nlany letters from Thomas and are noW • residing _id Galveston,aren't packed with excitement 24-hours Jefferson in the attic:turned dovm a music scholarship, was shot by a firing squad outside moderate drinkers," Dr. Wechsler said. Texas. Mrs. Beddoe is the formera day. - entered the real estate and insuranced "However, nearly one-third of the heavy • -Captain Edmund Bacon was the son
The job can be dangerous and agents business, then rejoined the FBI as an of Harwood and Mary Ann Williemson - Lo, uelfa Houston of Murray.parts.In 1928, the Getman dirigible, *Graf drhikere had used these substancels." -are always armed, but only a few are agent in 1967.
• &PPM,- landed at Lakehurst, N.J.; '11Pee pressure factor . ' 
Bac,* he was born in Albemarle ' ' 
•
. The last time 1 fired my revolver Elizabethtown office but it doesn't show An important factor • leading to County January 19, 1866, and is buried L.L. Veal, general manager .of the
/10 Years kgo. foreed to pull the trigger in line ofduty. - Technically, he is in charge of the aftee the first commercial flight across County, Virginia. He died in Trigg ,
the Atlantic.was in 1969 or 1970," said Vern Glossup in his relationship with Bottles, whO is In 1945, former French Premier 
'drinking and drug use by teenagers is the n the family cemetery. While still in Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
"I was being-attacked by a dog, owned 38. He became an agent in 1971 after pressure of the peer group. Many Virginia he married Nancy Simmons, Association, is in Washington, D.C.,
by a deserter." serving as a high school teacher and teenagers begin to drink after btng sho died in Salem, Livingston County,. interviewing -agricultural- officials to
Don Bottles has drawn hit weapon football coach in Toledo urged by their friends. Many have an n 1825, and is buried there, In 1826, he attain benefits fbt tobacco growers in
. several times. It was a precautionar-y We perforrn as a team, And -a almost paranoiii feat of being left out, 
_ ; _T._ , . - this area:, _ _
tir. George L. Maddox, in his book Ttiemeasure," he said. "If-you appr'eached
some suspects with Our hands in your Domesticated Drug, says, "Teenager:L.: Bible Thought --Tail catfish from the Tennessee River
Glenn Rogerehas placed 5,000 forked
pockets, they might decide to get
• frisky." '
Glossup and Bottles work out of the





If anyone recalls the series about
Lucy Jefferson- Lmeis which wasinthis
column last fall, you may have
been surprised to learn that the sister of
an early president was one of the
pioneer settlers of this iegion.
However, in delving into research on
several of the early families who settled
Trigg County, in particular, one finds
many links to Thomas Jefferson. To
mention one example, there was an
narried Mrs. Nance Smith _Henry, of
2hristian County. They had no children.
,The children of Edmund and Nancy
Simmons Bacon were: Fielding W,
Mamas William _ M. and lia L All were
born in Virginia. William was born itk
1807, and died in Trigg County, having
never married. Fielding was born in
1803, married Sicily Hall Radford in
1831 and died in 1838. Thomas was born
in 1805, married Thomas Radford in
early doctor who practised in Cadiz and 1827, and died in touisiana some time
Golden Pond, named Dr. Thomas before 1863.
Jefferson, who Was related to Peter'
president.
Jefferson, a cousin to the formerooking-BackL
The subject Of this column is Edmund 
Bacon, who was one of the early settlers 
-
of Trigg County. 111.41Mine, located just 1 
ye.ars. Ago
,
outside of Montgomery, Kentucky, was Guinn H. Jones, son of Mr. end Mrs.
designed by Mr. Jefferson for Mr. W.H. Jones of Murray, was promoted to
Bacorywho had been the caretaker of- ---Army Specialist--Five -while -servin
Monticello before moving to Kentucky. . With an infantrrdielsion in Vietnam.
- • Edmund ,Bac-on was born March 28, - • Deaths- reported include Gentry U.
a1785, just few miles from Monticello. Townley.
----11r-an- interview -by Hamilton Pierson, - Jerry Dort- Lowery, -son- of -Mrs:
for his bOOk. Jefferson at Monticello, _Gertha -Lowery, was' ihd_odeti into the
Mr. Bacon said, "My oldest brother, li.S. Army 'in the October draft call
William, had • charge of his estate from '-Calloway County and -is now at:'
during the four years he was minister to Fort Campbell. -
France: After he was elected president, 'Mrs Jeste Shoemaker has been •
he . told "my father he wanted an named "Business Woman of the Year"
overseer...and then enquired of my by the Murray Business and
father if he could not spore me...When Professional Women's Clubs.
"ins futhcr. told ure Mi. Jeff= on eMurray State University
wanted to employ me I Was keen to go -Thbroug breds -beat the: Middle
and I determined that if he employed' Tenn Raiders id football by the
me, I would please him, if there was sco to 14.
any suchthing." - Anne Sturm, daughter of Mr. and
. He went on to, describe helping to lay - Mrs. Paul Sturm of Murray; is a senior
out the University of' Virginia, while in the-college of Journalism at the
working for Mr. Jefferson. Onelf the • Univeisitl of Missouri, Columbia.'
scattered acieSs the state to handle
investigations in 204 different
classifications.
"We cover everything from the
security of this country to cattle
rustling," said Glossup, who can flick a
. switch and make immediate -contact
with-Finbeadquarters in Louisville. •
The main office contains all of the
- electronic tools- required by the More
than 100 agents assigned-to Kentucky.
-Tharexact number Welaisifteil bathe_
FB s state budgie totals About $3.5
AI • •' million a year, With m it going for
salaries.
If Glossup Or Bottles need
information about wanted-criminals or
---stolen cars, they simply query
kimisville where a computer, hooked up
• to the- FBI office in Washington, kicks
out the answer in five seconds or less.
"Once we get a lead on s.suspect, the
rest becomes a matter of pavement-
pounding,", said Glossup, adding that
he and his partner are responsible for a
nine-county area including themilitary
seeervationat Ft. Knox, •
Pierre Laval was executed for
betraying his country to Nazi Germany
during World War II. .
In 1946, Nazi-war 'Hermanndamned good one," said Glossup. "We' Goering committed suicideby takingknow each other's mind and-when-mete -poison one day before he was to haveabout So apprehend somebody, Don and_,. been executed. 4
talkit over theroughly.-One of us' Will 1.969, composer Cole Porter died incover the front of a house while the Santa htuilicaLgiiiimbe
.
unexpected that gets you into trouble. Ten years ago: The United States lostYou can't let this job become routine." three jets in raids on North &nem,
When making an arrest, they always bringing the total to 701 downed in thekeep a sharp eye on the fugitive's two years and eight, months since therelatives., air war had begun. --
"Deserters usually are mild- Five years ago: The U.S. commandmannered guys but look out for their announced that nearly 400 fighter.wives," said Bottles. "Not lopg ago a bombers had taken part in one day ofwoman nearly beat us to, with a raids against north Vietnam.
door before we got ihr;dthe .• One year ago: A ban on all_Althongtr thrrublic is goat about _uoilassential uses of fluorocarbonsupplying tips "it's done anonYmonalY- propellants in spray_cans was proposedPeople - don't want to get involved. _ by the U.S. Food and DrugApathy seems to .ber• a universal - Administration.
problem." — • Today's birthdays: Economist and -- th°sebelong to "fundamentalist" religious
with least usage were found to
Glossup and Bottlii are career,
agents but Congress has set a limit on
their service time. Beginning next
January, retirement becomes
mandatory at 55.
writes John Galbraith is 69 years old.
Broadway director Jose Quintero is 53
Thought for today: Anything that is
too stupid to be spoken is sung
Voltaire, French writer, 1694:1778.
Popularity is a dreadfilithing when it •
...so. is engineered by publicity people andIsn't ItTle Truth . gevermnent flacks, and not earned-it
 Is a crime that is bound to be exposed
because it is bought, like a bribe. •
involved in an accident" (while driving
after drinking).
A similar conclusion was reached in a
research study issue in August at Boys
Town, Nebraska. The study, conducted
by Dr. Ronald Akers, a sociologist, for
the Boys Town Center for the Study of
Youth Development, also disclosed that
religlouo affiliation of young people is
directly related to the use of drugs and-
alcohol.
- The :report said that the "highest.
level" of drug and alcohol use was by
youth with "no_religious affiliation,"
groups
The Akers study indicated that, despite
peer pressures in many instances,
informed parental instruction combined
with consistent parental behavior can
significantly reduce the incidence of
af.diol and drug abuse among children.
Other studies have shown that many
teenagers follow their parents' wishes in
theinatter of drinking, or not drinking, if
the parents -are consistent, reasonable,
and understanding. 'r
apparently, do not-participate in drinking
so much for the effect as because theE  into Rogers Lake located in the
dislike being excluded from the group. - northwest sectiorrofftlutray.
Their fear of being left out summed._  jfire' high pried asked hhn. and Deaths reported. include William C 
rsio hieta o m A rt thou the chest,that of running afoul of the law or being s Farmer, age 68, J.T. (Jack) Sledd, age
74, Mrs. Vennuzula Swift, age 55, and
Earnest McDaniel, age 53.
The' Rev. R.F.elregory -of- Murray,
moderator for the Blood River Baptist
Association, will preside at the 68th
session to be held at Calvert City during
the coming week. The Rev. B.R.
Winchester "Will preach the annual
Membiles' Of- the Athletic Staff at
Muerey7Stale-College include Carlisle
Cutchfn, athletic ditector,Roy Stewart,
head coach, John Miller, freshman
coach, and J.W. Moore, line coach.
Births reported this week include a
girl, Wanda Sue, to Mr. and Mrs.
Roosevelt Mathis on October 12, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Henry' Turner on
October 13.
the son of the Blessed? Mark 14:61.
And when he said, "I am!" they
thought they had reason to crucify
him, Who do you say that he is by
your life and actions?
hortirruy Ledger & Times
Publisher  Walter L Apperson
Editor -• — • B. GeneMeigaleheon
. The Mirror Ledger ig Times is publiabed
every afternoon except SUridays, July 4, 'Christ-
mas Day, New Years Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky . 42071.
sof:Isom:11ot/ RATES. In areas served by
carriers, 82.50 per month.; payable in advance
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton. Har-
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
Paris, Buchanan and ,Puryear. Tn., 817.30 per
year. By mail to other destinations, $32.50 per
year.
Member of Associated PresS, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Associatiort.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
fepublish local news originated by The Murray












Mrs., H.I. Sledd has been named as
society editor of The Murray Ledger &
Timei.
Of. James H. Richmond of Murray
will introduce Senator Alben Barkley
and Gov. A.B. Chandler -prior to their
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NEW STORE 7— Murray city officials, businessmen and others helped persons with Paul Winslow's, a
new addition to Olympic Plaza, Mark the store's grand opening Wednesday. On hand POT ribbon cutting
ceremonies are (from left) Mrs. Val Winslow, Debbie Gibson, Lanee Winslow, store manager, Murray
Mayor John Ed Scott, Jim Johnson, with Murray Chamber of Commerce, Paul Winslow, SLaron Winslow,
Bruce Winslow, Mary Pat Winslow and Cedric Paschall with Bank of Murray. Photo b owell Atchley
Fisher-Price Co. Places $3




infant and pre-school toys
for children, has ordered a
new computer system,






system, is scheduled for
installation at the Fisher-
Price headquarters in East
Aurora near Buffalo, N.Y.
















necessitated moving to a
larger and more powerful
computer system to cope
.with expansions to existing








UNIVAC 1106 system for
nemiribtie processing tasks, fo,ur years, adding more
Busch asserted tit the memory capacity and
primary emphasis in the additional perpheral
new applications would be equipment it was clear that
placed on implementing , we had reached the point
systems in the inanufac. where we had to acquire a
"turing control and financial larger system. 
areas. Swanson pointed-out that
The applications, now Fisher-Price was planning
being run on the corhpany's new applications to im-
present computer—a prove control of raw and in-
UNIVAC 1-1011-- _-.process materlal by • irn-
would be transferred to the .plementing a material
new 1100-21 system without requirements planning
-My—conversions being —system that Could save the
necessary due to the firm an estimated $200,000
compatibility of the, two annually.
computers, Busch noted.
The present applications In addition, Swanson
Include order entry, order stated, tie ' company
-status systems, on-line_wanted to use the 1100-21_
-„---htquiry, sales and. -Computer to integrate its -
--marketing statistical -cost accounting and
reporting, production financial systems.
control, inventory control,
general accounting and
payroll. All of these ap-
plications operate on a
common data base under
SPERRY UNIVAC Data
- Has heavy inflation
made your home, ;or
or business insurance
coverage too light?
If your home or business burned down
tomorrow, would your insurance coverage
pay for rebuilding?
Or, suppose someone is injured on your
property or by your car. Could your liability
coverage handle it if the injured person sued
you for, soy, '300,000 and won?
- To help hold down your insurance rdtes, are
you willing to self insure your smaller lasses
by taking higher deductibles?
You can't do much about inflation But you
don't have to let it undermine your loss
protection Call us today for a thorough




Bel Air Shopping Ctr.
Phone 7534751
•
The configuration of the
1100-21 system ordered by
Fisher-Price includes a
main memory of 524,000
words, ten UNIVAC 8430
and two UNIVAC 8434 disk
drives providing a total
storage capacity ocianore
than 1.6 million bytes, six
trsrISERVO 16 Alpe—units
and a high-speed printer.
Some 35 UNLSCOPE 100




the United States will be
connected to the 110q41„
system.
Founded in 1930, Fisher-
Price employs more than
4500 persons at East
Aurora, two other plants in
Western New York State at
Holland and Medina, and
another plant in Murray,
Kentucky. International
manufacturing facilities
are located in Mexico,
Belgium and the United
Kingdom.
The company has been
experiencing_ very  strong
growth averaging about 20
percent of total sales and
has resulted in Fisher-
Price being the largest
United States exporter of
toys. For the fiscal year










New Construction up 46%
NFAV YORK, N.Y.-.
C,ontrasting for new con-
struction of all types
continued at a -blistering
pace" in August with $14.2
billion of new projects
Initiated during the month,








widely known for its Dodge
Reports on cnnstruction
activity —and Sweet's
Catalog Files of con-
struction product in-'
formation.
The last month's total.
of $14.2 billion in new
construction value was 46
per cent higher than the
year-ago August amount,
bringing the Dodge Index
Oldsmobile Makers Break




sales barrier for the first
time in history in wrapping





1,007,201 riew cars for a
strong third place finish in
domestic sales during the
model year. This tops the
previous model year
record of 853,793 cars set in
1973 and surpasses last
year's total by 18 percent.
The auto industry's model
year extends from October
1 through September 30.
Purdom Olds-Cadillac-
fontiac is the local dealer.-
1977. model year._
figures released today also
reveal: -
-Oldsmobile captured the
prestigious thrid place for
the third consecutive year,
outselling its nearest rival
by more thall195,000 cars.
-Dealers* 'concluded the
model ' year -by selling
78,347 .cars during
Saternber. This -1s the
second-best September in
Olds history, topped only
by 83,160 units sold in
September, 1973.
-Cutlass continued as the
most-popular intermediate
in the U.S. with a record
554,996 sales to account for
55 percent 'of the diViSitIll's"
total. This is an increase of
.14 percent over the 486,845
Cutlasses delivered last
model year.
-Sales of four other
Oldsmobile , car lines












dealers and employes in
achieving the million-car
goal.
In looking ahead, Cook
said he anticipates the
economy viill remain
strong and _Oldsmobile
sales will continue to grow.
J.F. Mattox, Olds
general sales manager,





the new diesel engi,n_e
option plus significant
improvements in our other
models, we are confident
that we have the products,
the r ople and dealer
animation to sell a
record 1.1 million cars
during the 1978 model
year," Mattox said.
During the final 10 days
of September, dealers Sold
41,264 cars, including 505
Starfires; 1,964 Omegas;




1001. July's Index was 218.
''If there's a slowdown
taking place, in the
economy, it's certainly not
happening in con-
struction," said George A.
Christie, vice president and
chief economist for F.W.
Dodge. "Instead of slowing
down, construction activity
has taken a ' substantial
turn for the better since
last spring. That's when
the Dodge Index _broke
through last _year's 20)_
level in a big Wily,
250 or higher in four out of
IA last .five .months," he
explained.




than just a housing boom or
the start of a couple of huge
power plants," Christie
said. "Housing and utilities
figured in the • latest
month's action, but August
wasl also the best month
since before the recession
for comrnercial,•ind-ustrial,
and other nonresidentitir of Local Lodge 1089 In-
building." ----Iernational Association of
August contracts for Machinists ratified a new
nonresidential buildings, at three-year agreement with
$3.8 billion, showed a 52 per its Cincinnati-based F.H.
cent improvement over the Lawson Division on 0c, -
depressed year-ago value.
"Gains were evident all op
and down the line of Begley 'sNinety-Eights and 1.339 nonresidential building
AN ERNST & ERNST BOOST - The accounting firm of Emst & Ernst of Louisville
has presented $250 to the Department of Accounting and finance at Murray State
University to be used for further development Of its progranft Making the presen-
tation recently on campus to departmental chairman Tim Miller, third from left, was
Alfred K. Carpenter, a partner-in the firm. Looking on from the left are: Thomas t.
Adams, a Murray State graduate and manager of the firm's Louisville office, and Dr.
Dave Eldredge, dean or rhe College of Business and Public Affairs at Murray State. '
Tappan-1089 AIM Agree
MANSFIELD, OHIO-
The Tappan e.omptiny has
announced that members
Tgronadgs. -.
A breakdown fi3t- ft:le167-4414.16and industrial projects up — ..---.
model- year -show: 20,038 75 percent arid schools, - "
Starfires;' 55,952 Omega ,§-,4 ho- soots- , and other Dividend554,996 Cutlasses; 220,964 '  in-stitutional building ahead ,,,./' -
,Eighty-Eights; 125,967 by 31 per cent," the Dodge- Th't--
• 4 economist remarked. "Not 
vkuo;rd of directors of
Begley Drug Company had
very long ago you had to declared a regular cash
strain to see the cyclical quarterly dividend of
upswing in nonresidential thirteen cents per share on
_bonding, but it's clearly the outstanding ,common
visible now that corn- stock_ of the ci, rporation.-
mercial arid industrial
projects are moving up." the regular 
board 
reg ta  alm laur semdiectid—'_an ual 
A strong gain in apart-
ments, combined with the 
cash dividend of three
percent on the outstanding
continued high level of preferred stock—of the
Single-family building, Corporation. _ Both






district meeting of the
Prudential Insurance
Company Paducah, joy
providing over a million
dollars in the insurance
protection for his clients
in the Murray Mayfield
area. This is the fifth time
Rogers has reached this
goat while with the com-
pany since 1971. He has
also been the recipient of
numerous company and
industry awards for stsr-
vice to his clients, a
spokesman said. Rogers is
a member of .the Murray
Life Underwriters
Association and a
graduate of the Life Un-
derwriters Training
School. He and his wife,
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tober 6, 1977.  The
ratification _Dy the—INS
member bargaining unit
terminates the strike which
started on August 14, 1977.
Tappan is a diversified
manufacturer of products
used in "Serving the Heart
of the Horne," including
microwave ovens, major
kitchen appliances, unitary




and metal waste con-
tainers. The company'




$240 million in paper'
money to finance the
Revolution. By 1780, it
took $80 in paper money
to buy $1 in silver.
Later, this ratio rose to
1000 to one!
contract value to a record 15 to stockholders of:record
-$6.1 billion-46 per cent
1976 value. 
October 24.
more than the comparable The company has its -
-In 'August, central offices and




solidly a ve thi 500,000 mond,-'Ky. It now operites
rate, and are likely to stay 43 retail drug outlets in
up there," Christie
predicted. 
Kentucky and 50 Big "B"
One Hour Cleaners in six
August contracting for states. It is a publicly held
n°nhuilding construction, company with its stock
at $4.3 billion, showed- traded in the over-the-
activity both in public counter. market..
works and in utilities. The company operates a
Highviay—and: Sewer---drilgsTore -ana cTeaners in
water projects, benefiting Murray.
from the stimulus of extra
Federal funding, topped
their respective August,
1976 levels by more than 50
per cent, according to the
Dodge economist. The
latest month also included
two more large nuclear
power -projects- -Their
combined value of $1.8
billion brought' the 1977
eight-month total of con-
tracting for electric
generating plants to just
under $16 billion, more
than any full. year on
record: . -
At the end of August, the
total value of contracts for
all construction initiated in
1977 was $93.7 billion, up 25
















Wray Ledger & Times
The program was adopted
at the urging of private
citizens after a report was
released from a recent
research project revealing
that the number of deer killed
illegally in New Mexico may
approach or exceed the legal
deer harvest figures.
The Game and Fish
Department is currently
seeking financial support
through donations to raise
money for rewards. A number
of sportman's groups, in-
cluding the New Mexico
chapter of the National
Wildlife Federation have
already given their donations
and votes of support.
Two Murray kikellkisit 1* if
s50,000 Maim Sass Fisherman Open
lest Twasy Before "thisid pthe
The American Bass
Fisherman $50,000 Lake
Cumberland Open, the last of
the qualifying tournaments is
now history.. and we look
forward to• the Grand Prix
which takes place the latter
part of October.
Tournament officials said
that the weather cooperated
with them with cool evenings
and moderate days. There
were many fish caught in the
10 to 11 inch class, keepers
were hard to come by. The big
fish of the tournament was
caught by Granvill Melton and
tipped the scales at four
pounds, six ounces.
'Glenn Crawford took top
honors with a hefty string of 22
pounds, one ounce in the three
To The Point..
By Rkk liffswittlky
Who was that strange
man; Papa? asked the little
Ilpy, as the camo-masked
stranger strode to his pick-up,
and rode off into the pre-dawn
darkness. "Why son; that was
the 'lone hunter," provider
for family, and friend of the
forest." Alas, our hero rides
away; his head filled with
strange and unknown
thoughts. .. Which brings us to
the question; "Why do we do
this?" What is it that drives
the hunter to expend himself,
his time, anti his money, in
pursuit of the wiley
whitetail?"
What do We .personally
derive, froni spending all that
time in the woods? Maybe it is
the Peicefullness; all the quiet
in the woods, or on the other
hand, maybe all the noise. The
excited series of hoots from
the owls; breaking. the spell of
darkness. Or the first chirps of
the smaller birds, announcing
the break of dawn, or maybe
the -- stimulating rustle of
leaves, as a deer approaches..
Colsid it ke_allitteilhings to-
-see courses her way
e one is on the
Wain—dr The -night of -4 leaf
drifting slowly tcittie ground;
the antics ot Che.„., tiny
chipmunks; or just a fat
-fox squirrel lying on a limb. Or
-even just watching a tiny inch-
worm measure his way up a
seemingly never-ending oak.
And, of course, the ever
graceful movements of the
deer. The experience of
hunting is the thoughts you
think while on the stand. Of
family and friends, of life, and
of God..
involved in Ule sport of
hunting. One of My bid herding
buddies called from California
the day before season opened,
to wish me good luck. Thank's
Jim, I'm still looking-fer yoti a
"hot spot" for when you-come
home-at Christmas. -
Friend - or stranger;
everyone has the same things
-in common. Actually there's
no such thing as a stranger in
the woods. Everyone is
friendly . and helpful. And
there is always interesting
conversation when hunters
gather. This is the part of
bunting •I would like to show
e." commented Ralph
Jackso as we sat rapping in
a local resäigant, after a hunt
the other day.
Maybe it's just p being
alone; with ones self, an III
nature. Sometimes realizin
your the smallest creature in
the world, and at other. times,
dreaming you're the king of
A limit stringer of bass was hauled in for the 3rd
straight weekend by Preston Barrett, Rt. 1, Murray.
Preston used a Lunker Lure to boat these 10 bass from




py Holiday Travel, Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky take
DON McCtURE GRAYSON McCLURI
'a.e 94 fast c'u' ao Murray tor 2 miles Turn nght an 28U
Follow 280 for 7 mdes post Bonner s Grocery Take
blacktop into Panorama ond follow blacktop to your rrqhr
Telephone 502-436-5483
Photo Courtesy 'Hurray Bait Co.
day affair. Glenn led the first
day but dropped into second
place the second day of
competition with Hank Parker
of Clover, S. C. taking the lead
by 7 ounces. Glenn came back
to take the overall lead by
seven pounds, four ounces.
Glenn, along with his wife
Mona, own Sportsman's
Paradise Lodge on the St.
Johns River, official's
headquarters of the ABF
World Championship which
will be held November 27
through December 2. Glenn is
one of the nation's top pro
anglers.
Crawford, for his efforts in
this tournament, won $2,262 in
cash plus a beautiful ProCraft
bass boat and trailer.
Most all of the bass were
taken on Lunker Lures, small
crankbaits and small plastic
worms. The, water was crystal
clear and you could see the
bass working around stumps
and ledges but they would not
cooperate with the hard
working pro anglers.
Fishing the Lake Cum-
berland Open and placing in
the top 35 positions were two
Murrayans, Hugh Massey
and Charles Story. Hugh
clinched the 17th spot while
Charles grabbed 27th place.
Another are pro fisherman, Al
Curtis from Cadiz, Ky.,
placed number 7 in the
tourney. Massey, Storey, and
Curtis are among the "Grand
Prix Feint Finalists" for 1977.
Al
Then there's .the fellowship - -the world... .
The list goes on and on. . .
--There's the delicacy of the
meat. Nothing tops a grilled
deer steak, basted with butter;
or perhaps a roast, cooked all
daf In Cream of Milshrt
and Dried 'Onion Soup. .
steals fit for a king. .
It seems that nobody is
feasting much lately, though. I
haven't heard of anyone
having any success this week:2"
think more deer have been
• seen, shot at, and missed, this
year than ever. Could it be
/hat us "compound-packers"
are -.over-confident?
- .ffemernber to take your time.
And pick_a spot on-that-deer. -
Wait for the right moment.
Shooting bullseyes out of
targets don't necessarily
mean you'll score on that buck
*hen the time comes.
A hoard of us-invaded L. B.
weekend, and I believe
everyone saw deer except me.
The highlight Of my w.eekend
was a knife-throwing contest "
between Mark Atm( and
s
Myron Smith. EntertainInen
at the L. B. L. camp-sites 
it
never lacking.
Well, I guess I'll wrap"this
up for now_trioal feelI have_
done a very adquate job of
portraying the experiences of
a bowhunter, but if you've
ever spent any time in the
woods, you know the feeling..
. Stay tuned next week for an
article on Ballard County, a'
bowhunter's dream. In the
mean time, remember the





• Cain's AMC,- Jeep
Colchyat r R
753-6448
Nis Eint Hoy 94 753-5693
Murray Bait Co.
Homo of tho hpngggg dozen
FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
Quality & Quantity Guarenteed
PAC
is the problem of litter. Not
only are beer cans—and
assoffecl trash an -eye:sore",
they present an unpleasant
and time-consuming cleanup
"task to the landowner.;
The extent of " the trash
problem- is illustrated in a
letter written by a landowner-
to a state conservation
department publication. The
writer described himself as
being neither pro not anti.
hid Fier and as someone WM
did ndt originally object to
having hunters 'on his
property. Realizing that it
would be unfair to blame
hunters exclusively for his
litter problem, he carefully
checked the amount of trash
collected during, and out of
hunting season. He discovered
that, within a week after the
season, two full forty-gallon
drums of trash were collected.
More trash was recovered
during the six-week hunting
season than during the entire
46-week period of non-hunting
time!
While it is difficult for the
sportsman to do much about
some of the offenses Of the slob
hunter, something can be done
about the litter problem. If
trash is a problem in your
"neck of the woods", organize
your hunting partners in a
cleanup campaign and make
the landowner aware of your
action. It may not be your
trash, but it is, in a sense, your
place.
Butch Greer Outdoor Editor
Will A Poacher Kill
Your Deo This Fall?
- -
An estimated 12,000 to 15,000
Michigan whitetails were shot
- illegally last year by poachers
says Dave Artiold, deer
specialist for the Department
of Natural Resources.
This apalling figure is based'
on known arrests and con-
victions, plus' a conservative
estimate' of the number of
violators not apprehended.
One consirtrationofficer in the
deer-rich middle third of
Lower Michigan -is aware of
one violatorieheopenly brags
of shooting over 70 deer last
year.
The conviction fecord for
deer poachers is not pretty. A
report compiled by the DNit.'z
Law Enforcement Division
shows estimated big-game
violations of 190,441, with only
about 2,600 convictions.
There is a big gap -petween
knowing who is violating and
being able to catch them with
loaded weapons or an illegal
eer in their possession.
Paders commonly shoot a
deer a dark, ditch the gun,
and come fk4cit hours later to
claim the kill'.'lltany .Of the
deer are sold to bIXers who
PAO' 6 Tiff MUIRAY,-Ky., LEVAN & THAIS, Sevrday, ember 15,1977 -
u td oof " .Loec
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Fall and Winter
It's Your Moe Too
To the ethical hunter, the
land -on which he 'Innis holds a
special' value-for him. Over
the seasons, he has come to
know the area; that covert
"which always holds at least
one or two quail or the thick
swamp-where an elusive buck
hangs -out. There is a kinship_
with the place. and it matters
not that the marshes or fields
to which _the hunter returns
each faIrsto not belongto him. '
Though the-EiT et holds no
title to the property, it is, ui a
sense, his place:' And he
respects the land as if it were
his own.
If all hunters had this at-
titude Coward the private land
on which they had permission
to hunt, the problem,of hunter
access to private property
would be a minor one.. As it is,
however.. the access problem
becomes more serious each
year, and comments from
landowners, whether farmers
or city dwellers having
country retreats, make it
clear that the NO HUN1'ING
sips typically go in as a
result of anti-hunter, not anti-
hunting, sentiment.
We are all painfully familiar
with the long list of offenses
perpetrated by the slob
hunter. They range from acts
of outright vandalism—such
as the cutting of barbed wire
fences—to plain
thoughtlessness—such a
failing to close a farm gate
after passing through. Near
the top of the list of complaints
-Your full service station
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have no qualms about how or
when the animals were taken.
Poaching has become so
widespread that conservation
officers must spend most of
their time, including days off,
on patrol to keep violations
under some control.
The 17)'ICIR needs more of-
ficers to cope with the
poaching. In 1976 "there were
about 12,216 licensed hunters
and fishermen for each
conservation officer. Many
CO's- are helped by deputy
officers. These volunteers ride
with the officerand act as
witnesses when an arrest is
mage. But the volunteer has
no power to arrest unless
.-- accompanied by a state of-,
freer; and so Ida-effectiveness
jureatly reduced.
An officer albrig- the" Lake
Michigan shoreline exhausts
himself from chasing
poachers all night before and
after deer season and then
taking care of his normal
chores during daylight hours.
He thinks sportsmen in
Michigan must take a more
active part in helping to keep
violations down.
Sportsmen can kelp by
notifying a conservation of-
ficer whenever 'they see a
suspicious car of truck driving
back and forth in known deer
areas at dusk or after dark.
They should note the make
and color of the car or truck,
try to -get its license number,
and determine how many
occupants are in the vehicle.
If a phone call to the local
_officer fails te find-_ him
available, sportsmen are
.urged to oall the county sheriff
or neares state police post.
Many times conservation
officers need to stake out an
area once they receive a call
from a concerned land-oWner.
in these cases the caller
should . cooperate and allow
the officer the use of his
driveway of farmland. Many
-times landowners refuse
permission for an officer to lie
in wait on their property.
Sportsman and landowners
cooperation is a must. Unless
poaching is curbed, a violator
may be shooting your deer this
fall.
TionesseelialtiponeeConsfichki
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Willard Norvell on September
27, They Were convicted
on several counts of violating
wildlife regulations dealing
with the illegal taking of fish
t
spection. The men were
-and Bushart was convicted on
one count of refusing in-
(using electronic gear com-
monly called a telephone I,




[totaling over $1,300, were
sentenced to 6 months each in
jail, were placed on 1 year's
probation and were required
to make bond on each charge
as well as making a surety
bond covering all fines and
court costs.
Bushart, Jones and Gilliland
were apprehended on Sep-
tember 14, 1977 by TWRA
Area Enforcement Supervisor
Joe Beard and TWRA Officer
Ken Dykes following a high
speed chase. Officers Tommy
Stanfill and Tony Fortner also
provided assistance in the
arrest.
The three men Bushart,
Jones and Gilliland were
subsequently convicted on
September 27 on one count
each of illegally taking fish
from the Mississippi River
using .• electronic gear. • They
were assessed —81.75 per
-man, received a 6 months jail
sentence, 3 months of which
'each was ordered to serve,
-and each was placed on 1



























were also conviC*1-61 on 6
counts each of posses
illegally take fish and were
assessed a total of $340.50 per
man. Bushart was also con-
victed on one count of refusing
inspection and was assessed
$56.75. Judge Norvell also
required-surety bonds totaling
from $2,400 to $2,800 on each of
the men:I:hider-Tennessee-law
the 3 -men have 10 days to
appeal the General Seasiena
Court ruling -to -the Circuit'
Lauderdale County General
Sessions Judge Willard
Norvell stated that his han-
dliniofthis case should-seem
notice to all those who would
willingly violate wildlife
regulations in Lauderdale
County. He said,,, those who
appear in Lauderdale County
Court charged with violating
iltdlj,,e regulations can ex-:
pect ràp4and severe punish-
ment if toun1 . guilty. He
further stated thai his han-
dling of this case sh old serve
notice to all those who d
willingly violate wildli
-regulations in Lauderdale
-County. He said those who
--Appear in Lauderdale County
Court ..ebarged with violating
wildlife regulations can ex-
pect raNd and severe punish-
ment _ if.1ound __guilty. He
further -stated—violation of




For Came law Violators
The New Mexico Game and
Fish Department is launching
a new statewide program
providing rewards of $250 or
more for information leading
to the arrest or indictment of
big game law violators.
Called Operation Game
Thief, the program went into
effect June 1. Closely pat-




Thief provides a toll-free
telephone number, the last
four digits of which spell
"GAME" on the telephone
dial. Callers are guaranteed
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*herds Damage President's Park
President Carter has
problems with his garden too!
This spring, the common gray
squirrel experienced a
population boom in Lafayette
Square, the 186-year-old
President's Park, and hordis
of hungry baby squirrels have
eaten more than 2,000
geraniums, girdled and killed
, over half a dozen freshly
planted trees, and seriously
injured 100-year-old oak trees.











































winter's bitter, cold weather
may have caused the squirrels
to nest together longer and
more closely than normal or
that perhaps the animals are
experiencing an eastern mass
migration similar to the
legendary migrations of their
cousins, the lemmings. Bill
Ruback, National Park
Service Ranger in charge of
the White House, estimates
over $2,200 worth of damage
a was done to the geranium beds
in just two days. In an attempt
• (
to lessen father damage,
Ruback has spread raw
peanuts at the base of the
trees.
The National Park Service
wants to trap the squirrels and
free them in parks and wooded
areas round Washington, D.C.
Ruback feels this is the most
humane, realistic solution to
the squirrel problem;
however, similar efforts in
19'70 met with heated protests
from animal lovers. An en-
vironmental impact
statement will be filed, as
required by federal law for
any "major federal action"
affecting U.S. parks, before




It seems that the duck
hunters that I have talked to in
the last week are well under
way with their duck hunting
preparations for this season.
I thought maybe an article
containing-some ideas on the
different ways I have know
local duck hunters to con-
struct a duck blind might be in
order.
Let me say that most of
these ideas are not my own—
but things that I have ob-
served about other duck
hunters while hunting over the
past few years; and I will
certainly mention their names
in the articles.
Due to the bad weather
conditions last season some
rather wild looking make-shift
blinds appeared on the lakes—
and I use the word blind very
supports for the netting or
what ever you use to cover the
boat. Redwood is fairly light
weight and withstands the
weather without warping too
bad.
I am going to try using
conduit to construct the basic
frame to put the camouflage
netting over. Conduit is light
weight and I think strong
enough to hold up the netting,
using tarp or grass sacks as
backing. Any of the elec-
tricians in the area should
have the conduit and be able to
bend it to your special
requirements. The conduit
can be secured to the boat with
U Clamps. Toggle bolts can be
used where it is impossible to
reach such as in the seats or
'bow of the boat.
The following ideas that can
loosetly whel describing some - be used as duck blinds have
of these ideas. _
The boat blind became
widely used at the end of the
season mainly because the
floaters were "froze in". It '
would be hard la describe the
looks of some of these boat
blinds. Anyway, one of the
t things to remember
when constructing a blind on
your boat is try and keep a low
profile. This prevents the boat
from becoming too top heavy
and also the boat won't be so
hard to camouflage. Also a
low profile could help blend
_ into tbe surrounding area that
artm kvitationenss roe
Rogers 4,200 And Ranger Sod
_
ALEXANDRIA BAY,
N.Y.-- Two long forgotten
fishing legends sefaced in the
New York Invitational BASS
Tournament. Both have been
waiting in the wings for the
well-deserved bassin'
spotlight.
Jim Rogers, a 48-year old
veteran of many bass tow'
nament wars, hit the victory
mark for the first time in
winning the $32,500 Base
Anglers Sportsman So-e1W-
pay-off, Sept. 21-23, on the St.
Lawrence River.
"I figured if I kept fishing
BASS tournaments..-I'd maybe




 ;_jeou want to hunt on a par-
ticular day. Old Army
camouflage netting is widely
used on portable blinds mainly
because it can 8ie put- up and
._taken down without too. mud)
trouble. A redwood 2;14 ripped
up hope," said Rogers, who
was among the early pioneers
of tournament-style fishing as
far back as 1961.
His tournament talents
pioneered the early days of the
so-called' "World Series of
Fishing': in his beloved
Ozarks7and Rogers along with
his fishing wife, "Babe,"
-captured the "Mr. and Mrs.
-World Series" of sport fishing.
The Lamar, Mo. couple
teamed for three titles.
Babe wasn't in the boat with
Jim Rogers this time. He did it
on his own, and in one of the
most thrilling, down-to-the-
wire finishes in the ten-year
Fishing near the Kenlake Boat Dock resulted in-a hefty
catch for Freeman Danner and Etta Smith, Rt. 3, Muitay.
Freeman and Etta were fishing from a boat when this 20'
pound catfish grabbed the bait and ran. Princess the
dog looks on as the fishermen hold up their catch.




24 Hour Wrecker Service
212tenidwater Rd_ Murrayaliy.
- - Pays 753-7404
!fights 753-2436 '
We Appreciate Your Business
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
- Hunting & Fishing %Licenses
m the middle makes good
history of the pro BASS
Tournament Trail. Rogers.
won by one ounce. That single tournaments on the St.' Johns
ounce was worth about $6,800_ ._.River. Fla., (1,223-pounds);
Rogers' winning total of 56- 175 anglers at Greets Ferry,
pounds 2-ounces withstood a Ark:, (1,893-pounds); 227
last-minute charge by another fishermen at West Point, Ala.-
salty, veteran John Powell, a Ga., (3,120-pounds), and more
three-time BASS winner, who than the top 210 bass club
creeled 56-pbunds 1-ounce anglers in the National
. Rogers, paw top prize, in- .Bassmastar _Team Cham-
-;-cluded a flaeby-$5.000 Ranger_likeabip at Keiltncltyke
bass boat rig. Powell earned (1,1111.pounds). Toledo Bend,
;Log, _ • 1-7.tau4ez., ranked by many as
That's a good "4,0-ri," hit Ile best bass lake in the
the real story is the st. -U.S.A., 'produced the 'year's
Lawrence River's untapped best total of 5,816-pounds.
bass fishing potential. What There were 250 anglers at
these 150 fishing pros, many Toledo Bend. (They played
with a ten-bass per day limit.
"This is. the largest; single
sample of bass ever handled
by scientific researchers in
the history of New York
fishery management," said
Shupp, who supervised the
tagging and release of almost
100 percent of the, catch. The
pros awarded a bonus ounce
for each live bass weigh-in,
and 1,483 (two arrived dead at
the scales) were scored alive.
Residents and commercial
fishing guides, who mostly
seek "tourist" business with
party boats and live bait, were
equally amazed at the visiting
bass fishing pros' ability to
find andAtchffle largemouth
bass.
With only a half-dozen daily
bass limit, the tournament
wise pros concentrated on the
stocky largemouth bass. They
used larger, 6 to 7,A2-inch
purple or black plastic worms,
to score for the most part
Spinnerbaits did the trick in
some areas. Smallmoath bass.
from outside the New York
area, discovered . was _a
largemouth bass fishery that
stunned even the New York
State Department of En-
vironmental Conservation.
Roger? winning catch of 17
bass averaged over three-
pounds each. Powell's 18 bass,
all largemouths, were equally
impressive. It took a score of
over 43-pounds to make the top
20 leader board. The 150
anglers caught 3,446-pounds 6-
ounces of bass.
What will really knack Your
hat in the creek is to learn that
the New York State daily limit
on bass is six fish. Jim
Rogers' first day catch of six
bass weighed 26-pounds 7-
ounces.
The 150 anglers, including 41
New Yorkers who for the most
part are just finding out about
pro tournament fishing
techniques, caught more
pounds than a full field of 250
'fishermen did this. season in
JerrV\Restaurani
S. nth St N /53-3226
__Eating4s_t_lairuti=ktatr
6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.







tucatel1/4W. Railroad. Avenue 753-1933
been used and used suc-
cessfully; of course, 'I don't
know how useful they will be
to you. -
Aaron 'McConnell has bees
known to throw a plain old
olive drab Ariny tarp over his
boat and peek out over the
bow. I don't know what the
ducks think all this looks
like—they probably have
never seen anything like it
before, so they just come on in
and work the few decoys
Aaron has pitched out.
I know a man with a hunch__
of degrees—he says he is a
lawyer—I know him as Steven
-Sanders, one tough duck
hunter that hunts ducks
regardless of the weather
conditions. Well, anyway he
had this **for a day of duck
hunting when there was about
6" to -8" of snow covering the
ground and most Of the
floaters were "froze in".
Steven must have taken most
of the white sheets that his
.wife had in the house because
when I _saw him he was
• covered up with these white
sheets, on the tip of an island,
out in Kentucky Lake, waiting
for a flight of ducks.
I don't think I have to ex-
plain his logic about using
something white as
camouflage when everything
around him was white; but
lying there in the frozen snow
is a matter that only a real
duck hunter could explain
logically.
One freezing cold day last
season when the snow covered
everything white and the lake
was all but frozen solid a
group of duck hunters named
Mark Bucy, Gene and Jerry
.Starks and Tommy . Rushing
devised a simple plea to hunt
ducks. Get a boat—a few
decoys—find open water along
a deep water shore line—run
the boat aground and proceed
to make the boat and your-
selves look like a cedar tree. I
sin saying a plain old greei.
Christmas tree.
Believe me when I say that.
" The ducks did hornet Way
from this little group ' Of cedar
trees growing out at the edge
of the water.
With bad weather conditions
predicted again for this
season, maybe you might
consider some of these ideas if
all else fails.
Bruce Walker told me he
saw several hundred ducks on.
Barkley Lake this past
weekend. I have seen more
early ducks than in past years,
so maybe we are going to have
&great Season. I sure.h.O30!
, Don't forget 'the Ducks
Unlimited meeting .:Thursday
night, Octo6er 20th 7:06 at the
University Branch of the Bank
of Murray. Hope to see you
there: • '
MAY- ALL YOUR HUN-
flitd•-lit-TAkt AND EN-
- krY6BLE:
in the two-pound class, are as
plentiful as ticks on a hound-
However._the smaILieS wer
"keepers" in this tours 
The average bass we
was 2.32-pounds.
Fred David, outdoor editor
of ' the Syracuse. Herald-
American, and the behind the
sonar_ wociinetin bringinglki
pro BASS Tournament Trail to
-the -Northeast -.for the first
time, described the tour-
as a "godsend."'
• The picture book 1,00
_blonds area,. where the
-waters -ftw _tba_SL Lawrence
River_divide the .1.1.S. and
Canaria, has been noted Mora
for pollution problems of
PCB's, mercury and Mirex
contamination - in recent
years. The fishing style of this
area hasn't changed much in
the last four decades. A good
4Y:a fishing was tallied in the
number of six packs con-
sumed. The 5'-"-month bass
season (late-June until
November) was only observed
with much intense interest by
locals during the opening
weeks.' -
JIM Viers stayed. "with.; a
Datch of super-soft purple
Plastic worms to catch his
fish. The first two rounds he
frequently in picking
his best six-bass string. The
last day the sun finally broke
through the overcast and cold,
mid-40's temperature, but it
slowed fishing in the clear
waters.
With about 30 minutes of
fishing time remaining. Jim
Rogers had four keeper bass
• . •
"At this point, I was just
trying to catch_any_leeper,"
said Rogers.
--The St Lawrence is an
inland waterway plowed by
sea-going freighters. An 18-
foot bass boat in a hurry,
crossing a huge ship's' wake is
like a roller coaster ride.
_Hews' trolling motor_ was
damaged. He was up the creek
Arithaut a. paddle., :•
"I drifted with the current,
'Wound hotly 183, and hoped,"
said Big Jim, MI° as a lure
, designer introduced such baits
as the Big-Jim. However, 'it
was thopurple p_lastic Gumbo
worm that a 13-inch ba-s5-77-Be
swallowed that Rogers may
long remember. The keeper
came aboard with 15 minutes
left in the tournament.
Ten ' years ago, Ray Scott
.recalls the first All-American
BASS Tournament at Beaver
Lake, Ark. -:'When I shot the
gun, everyone raced off the
startingline, ragtime bi.actle.r•..
in a little bity boat."
Scott said, "I asked the
angler, who turned out to be
Jim Rogers, if he was having'
trouble."
"Nope," said Rogers, "I'm
just not in that big of a burry"
After - the New York
squeaker; Rogers corn-
mented, "I'm thrilled to-have
won. but if you can only win by
one ounce—I guess I'd better
keep right on practicing."
Rogers is now involved in
fishing tackle promotion for
several companies including
Silvertrol, Rogers Lures and
Gator-Grip handles.
641 Super Shell









Open 7 Days A Week
8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.
vty 641 So. Phone 753 8322
BOW HUNTERS
Get that big buck that




Field Tested for 3 years.
Available for the first time this
season - a skunk scent that will
camouflage the hunter's ordor
in the field.
Two easy to handle solutions
Lasts all Season --
No odor until mixed.
Ask at your local hunting
• or Sporting Goods Store. -
If not available call or write:
Send 14.11114aeli, it cheek or money order to:
t`
Tex Isbell-Dept.141











Pe* Oa fat Ofidanwe
fir Om Mani*
GOLDEN POND, KY. —
Officials at Land Between The_
Lakes, _TVA's ;170,000-acre
public demonstration area in
western Kentucky and Ten-
nessee, clarified today the use
of sidearms during scheduled
hunts for Waite-tailed deer.
The officials emphasized 
sidearms are legal in the
Tennessee portion of Land
Between The Lakes only, and
-then only, for hunters -age 18
and over.
• Sidearmi mat be chailv-
bered for, arstr-wthor the
following calibers only: ._30
Hefrett, .3571lettelt:-.357i .411 -
and7.444nagnume, and baying_
a barrel length of four. Mabee
or more. -
• Sidearms- ape not legal for
the Kentucky portion of Land
Tie Lakes: The
Permanent Land Between The
Lakes regulation (301 KAR
---Ziaarrefata
2:050) states that "Sidearm*
_art_d. crossbows-J.- are
_ prohihitesi."
-Sidearms are perrnitted on
other management units in the
State of Kentucky. Land ,
Between The Lakes officials
advised' they would- consider
modifying • the regulation,
possibly next season, billow
use of sidearms in the Ken-
tucky portion. • •
Deer gun himts at Lind
Between The Lakes 1ll be
held In the Kentucky sector
--14evember+,-11-r-16-,- and -W-
and in. tbs__Testnerwee sector
-Novectiber 8, 12; 14, and 17,4
For additional information
write Beseiree Managemeht
Section, TVA, Land Between
The Lakes, Golden Pond, KY
42231;—or telephone (502) 924-
5$0'.
Bowhunting down in Henry County, Tennessee earlier
this week paid off for Tommy lambro, Rt. 5, Murray.
Tommy bagged this 110 pound doe ..with a conventional
recurve bow and Bear Broadheads. Archery season for
deer in western Tennessee continues until October 31.




We have a rugged watch that
wiWrileet your needs. Come
irv and see our line of — -
Seiko watches
114 S 5th Murroy. KY 753-1640
Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods Dept.
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AllieffliPAPINH WEEK
OCTOBER 9 - 15 11111.111.1MMIIIIIr
National Newspaper Week has been celebrated atToss the
United States during the past week using as a theme "Freedom
In Our Hands." —
It's title!
When you read your local newspaper, you hold freedom in
your hands; and we, as -America's newspaper .publishers_ and
editors hold much of your freedom in our hands as we-exercise
freedom of the press..
The Murray Ledger & Times has one of the most dedicated
staffs that could be hoped for by anyone Ind we are taking this
opportunity to introduce our employes to our readers.
In recent years, as our circulation has grown to an all time
high, our staff has incteiSed accordingly tokeep -up with our
added responsibilities to you, our readers and advertisers.
We pledge to continue in our efforts to give Murray, Calloway
County and the surrounding area the best daily newspaper
possible.
Also at this time, we would like to °Heil 'special" THANK
YOU to every organization and individual who has helped us in
our newsgathering efforts in the past year. .
. .
Enough can not be said about the excellent cooperation shown
toward us by the local government .agencies, school public
relations personnel, law enforcement agencies, civic clubs and










Freedom Of The Press
Is Freedom Of Individual Speech
by George E. Reedy
• Nieman Professor of Journalism
MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY
Somewhere, engraved on tablets of bronze
arid placed where-all Americans can see it ev-
ery day should be the simple statement that
freedom of the press and freedom of in-
dividual speech are one and the same. Neither
can be curtailed without doing damage to each
other.
The Founding Fathers who wrote our Con-
stitution were well aware of this truism. They
guaranteed both freedoms not only in the
same amendment but in the itnne clause of
that-amendmetn. Their words, which-are often _
cited but all too rarely read, were that Con-
gress'-shalt make no law "abridging-the— •









threw in no qualifications whatsoever. Free
speech must be free entirely or it does not ex-
ist at all.
There is a widespread impression that the
first amendment gives a "special" privilege to
newspapm and televiioi statibris. Nothing
could be farther from the truth. The privileges
of the press are the privileges of all the people
and the first step towards suppressing my
liberty and yoqr_liberty will betaken the day_
someone convinces Americans that it is all
right to clamp down on journalism. If they do,
they will be clamping down on themselves
and, unfortunately, li3+ the tint they discover
what has happened it will be.too late.
Freedefildf the press is not:a luxury; it is
central tc; freedom of..speech Snd this means to
the American way of life.
''AGNES CUNNINGHAM -
Business Office Mgr.
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Freedom In Our Rands
Jerry W. Friedheim
Executive Vice President and
General Manager, American
Newspaper Publishers Association
--in- America, each of us holds freedom al-
ways in our hands. We have done so since our
founding. We do so today. We are determined
to pass freedom along to future generations.
It is important to remember that a free press
and a free society are inseparable. A free press
is a free people's first bulwark against tyranny.
A free press protects the personal freedoms we
all cherish. Without the light of ffee and open
public communication, government can move
unhindered along paths to increased abridge-
ments of personal freedoms..
In America, we hold in our hands not only
our own freedom, but in large measure that of
the whole free world as well. Freedom loving
people everywhere strive to achieve the uni-
que breadth of freedom we enjoy in America.
Yet, barely 35% -of the world's population
lives today in free societies with access to a free
flow of information.
Freedom cannot be achieved or_snstained
without free communications. Conversely, a
strong public desire foi freedom in. a single








Freedom Of The Press
George A. Speers, Manager
New England Press Association
President, Newspaper
Association Managers
Freedom of the press— do we really under-
stand what it means?
We have heard the expression and have
seen it printed many, many times. We may
even know that many, many people over the
years tiitve given their lives in support of the
idea; others have been jailed.
• Our Constitution says: "Congress shall
make no law abridging the freedom of
speech or of the ores."
_ Most people in this world do not, have this
privilege.
The privilege. embodied in the. First
:Amendment, is there to help you the reader, a
citizen of this country, know what -your
government and society are doing so you can
make informed decisions- as you would like to - -
make them so you-can live-the kind of life you- -
want to live. . . _
- Most people in this world do not have this
privilege. _
You have it, but you can lose it.
', How?
 -41y-- eilowittg—ther•-federal, stateand
governments- to *undercut, thwart.* and —
_
pinge upon the anous processes of obtaining
4nci transmitting .information. to You. The
volume of such instances is reaching epidemic
proportions these days.
Inereasingly, legislation and proposals are,
being made to prevent the press and public
from seeing- criminal records, records of.
departments and bureaus, certain court trials,
police blotters, even information regarding
lacariSchool departments. Irt addition, tlfere
are neW proposals to limit contacts by the press
and others with legislators (Lobbying
"Reform" bills), place taxes on a6ertiSing
which hamper-end encumber the information -
process; postage costs and postal restrictions;
advertising restrictions; and many others.
There is no doubt about it, bureaucracy is
-expanding at an alarming rate and as it does
the decision making privilege of the private
citizen thereby diminishes.
Who will ring the idann, bell about such
enormous_gavernmental Atrowth __in Mallets,
that concern just abut every phase of one s
life if the press is so hampered, that it Cannot do
the job effectively?
Everyone has a -stake in knowing what's
going on. .•
--The-press-is4n4lso-frnat2-"-rciw,-"—
But you, tfie-Citizen, are in'thenext "raw.—
KAREN BIRDSONG
Proofreader
world of totalitarianism. Although all govern-
ments talk of freedom, most would use their
powers if they could to strengthen themselves
— often in the name of defending the people.
Such actions preempt the freedom of the peo-
ple.
Today, concepts of freedom are under at-
tack, and the free press is denied access to in-
formation in many countries. The challenge,
has. been stated by Soviet journalists: .
"The Constitution of the U.S.S.R. pro-
vides both freedom of speech and
freedom of the press,- which are ensured
in practice by putting the workers and -
their organizations in charge not only of
the supply of Raper and the use of print-
ing plants, but of publishing works,
newspapers, periodicals, tadio stations
and television transmitters."
True enough! All are controlled by the
Communist Party, the State. It is not the kind
of freedom We cberish in America. Today,- die
—leaders in many countries are
ween- these differing definitions of
"freedom."
In America, we enjoy • press freedom. The •
world issue seems remote. It is not. America's
. is the leading light.of freedom in _die world, In
America, we hold Treedom in our hands —
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,
rr Wins n Double Overtime
TIE GAME-Grettis Bumphis (20) of the Tigers ties the game here with this 60-yard punt return with just 28 cec.*sI.ftiaIIse
fourth period. Following along behind are loch Jones (76) of Murray High and John Miller (66) of the Marshals.
(Staff Plates by knit Pada)
Yankees Take 2-1 Lead in Series




Love is an integral part of
tennis. The New. York
Yankees are the best proof
that it has nothing to do with
baseball.
„-Nobody cares about our
problems as long as we win,"
said Reggie Jackson. 'Teeple
give credence to the things
'JUL diron't____:Maittir___to
ayers. All the players
want to do is play baseball."
Once again the Yankees left_
their problems iii the.,
lockerrllom and made
problems I orthe Dndgers
•
"I ain't been hitting," said
Rivers, who snapped an 0-for- -
10 streak with two doubles and
a single, one run scored and
one RBI. "But I'm starting to
pick up just where I left off in
the playoffs."
Munson, who has asked to
be traded to Cleveland,
followed Munson's leadoff
double with art RBI double
down the first base line. He
struck ougi xt_n_his ne three.
appeararicei, saying hiiiithee'
and head ached.
aching head mai no
surprise since in the' past Iwo_
days Munson has said he
',wanted to be tfaded near his
the hell whipping Los Canton, Ohio, home, blasted
Angeles C3 Friday night to Jackson fOr Jackson's





World Series. ,. -•. Billy Martin-and complained
criticism
hisof YallanokcaeetedMantiagert
other major malcontents, locations.
Mickey Rivers and Thurman "I'd like.> be home next
Munson, in scoring three first- year," said the Yankee
inning runs, captain, the American
Then the Yankees' potential League's Most Valuable
free agent, Mike Torrez, was Player last year. "It's a
sensational after yielding shame because the fans in
Dusty Baker's . three-run New York have treated me so
homer in the third inning. super. Money is one of the
Rivera bleated in the winning many things- that have
rim in the fourth and Jackson something to do with it."
scored the insurance run in Jackson sounded drained
the - --after the game, more likely--
"Personal- problems don't .the result of the controversy
bother my playing," said he triggered when he
Rivers, the Yankees' leadoff* critioized Martin for using a
man and the catalyst of their rusty Catfishet Hunter in
offense who has asked to be Game 2 than the game he just
traded from time to time this played.




• Tender-Fresh Fryers, Ali ExcessFat
Removed
•Two Delicious Pieces Of Chicken
"Fried For Crispness In Pure Cooking Oil
-Special Marinating Process For Extra Flavor
• Includes French Fries, 'Creamy Cole Slaw,




(Thursday), I would just like
you to put-On glasses and No.44
and see what is like," said
the $2.9 million outfielder
whose RBI single 'capped the-
threerun first.
Torrez left two runners an
base in each of the first two
innings, but.didn't strand any
runners in the- third. That's
becaué BakerI ed the
bases with a three-run shot
aver-the left-field
After Baker's blast, t orrez
allowed just two hits arid
walked only One. In allAerrez _
- fashioned a strong -seven--
hitter, . striking out • nine,
including the last two batters
on called third strikes-
"Those were nasty pitches,"
-taid Torrez of the game-
ending whiffs of Manny Mote'
and Davey Lopes. "They were
just where I wanted them,"
Torrez termed the pitch .to
Baker, a slider over the
middle of the plate, a mistake.
But it also served as a
stimulant.
"I got mad," said the big
right-hander who will'betorrie
a free agent following the
Warld Series if he, doesn't sign
a . new contract with the
Yankees. "That's when I




*kin the knirth -and- fifth,
Tivih ruiniiiideil by balls hit off a
Dodger gloves.
Graig. Nettles singled in the
fourth and took second when
Bucky Dent's ground ball
tipped off third baseman Ron
C 's e!ov After Torrez
sacrificed, Rivers' ground ball,
W'-.the right side scored
Nettles.
Jackson walked and took
second when Dodger pitcheu-
Tommy John deflected a-
possible double play grounder
with his glove. Jackson _ then-
scored on Chris Chambliss'
single to right.
In all, the Yankees' left-
handed -hitters-Rivers,
Jackson, Chambliss and
Nettles-had six hits in Game
111 the first twogarnes, they
totalled just three hits against
a pair of righthanded pitchers.
The Yankees were 20-3 since
Aug. 1 in games started by
lefthanders. They got to face
another one today when
Dodger lefty Doug Rau,
sidelined since the end_ of the
regular season with a sore
shoulder, hooked up with left-
-bander Ron Guidry.
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
There was a new version of
the movie "The Longest
Yard" and it made its opening
at Marshall County- Friday
night. Unlike the original
movie, this one did not have a
funny script.
-‘ This version of "The
Longest Yard" was what
• football is really about.
After a miracle punt return
run of 60 yards by Grettis
Bumphis vaulted Murray
High into a tie with Marshall
-7-County, the two teams went at
each other like a demolition
- derby of bulldozers for two
overtimes.
And it all boiled down to one
play, -Che Longest Yard."
—kid that longest yard made
the difference as Murray High
pulled off a stunning, shocking
and thrilling 19-13 win in one of
the most .well-played football -
games most of the fans had
ever seen.
The game had ended in a
- 7-7-tie and Murray had a_19-13
• lead going into the bottom half
of the second overtime,
(assume each overtime as an
inning in baseball)“.
 -- For three consecutive
plays, the Marshals kept the
ball on the ground until they
got within just slightly more
than a yard away from the
.endione. The situation was
simple: either Marshall
County wouldscore and tie the
game and need only a PAT for
the win or they would not
score and the Tigers would
win.'
- The call went to halfback
Kenneth Wolf. He- broke
_ toward left tackle -and there
was no hole. He then reversed
his direction an scooted
- toward the left -corner of the
endzone. That was a mistake.
"I had hoped they would try
running outside because we
had been getting great play
from our cornerbacks during
the entirt game," Murray
'Coach John Hina said.
When Wolf wit in the-coffin
corner, he had no place to go.
_Mike Utley and Claude
=Johnsoii-viCre blocking off the
corner of the endzone and then
in came Thomas Kendall for
the' finishing blow, knocking
Wolfe out of bounds and en-
ding the game.
"It was one of the most
exciting games I've ever
seen," Hina said.
"Both teams played with
such tremendous emotion.
People who like to see
defensive football certainly
must have enjoyed this one,"
he added.
Not only did the fans enjoy it
but so did the players, all of
whom received their share of
bumps and bruises. It was
almost too much to believe.
For the entire_lirskiialf,At
DAMAGING DWIGHT - Sophomore Dwight McDowell did some damage on defense, striking
here to nail Ronnie Dunn (34) of the Marshals. Zring Johnson and Robert Whitmer are the
linebakers coming up the middle.
MARSHALL SNOT DOWN - Rennie Dann (34) of the Marshals was shot down by the Tiger
defense here. In on the play ore Robert Whitmer (56) along with Gratfis Bumphis
(1.:tyff nese by Weida Peek.)
was nothing' but defense on
both sides of the field. Mar-
shall County once worked to
the Tiger 17-yard line in the
second period but a fourth
down pass fell incomplete.
As the third period came
near a close and still nobody
had come close to scoring, the
Marshals punted the ball
away to the Tigers.
A brief scuffle borke out
after the Tigers downed the
ball. Marshall County was
given the ball and for a few
minutes, everyone was totally
confused until the officials
explained to both sides what
had happened.
On the punt, the Tigers were
called for an unsportsm an-like
conduct penalty on the line of
scrimmage then in the little
scuffle, both teams were
slapped with 15-yard
penalties,- which offset each
other.
"I didn't know they had
made a call_an the, line of -
scrimmage. But then when I
found out, -I knew the call was
right and the ball did belong to
Marshall Coupty," Hina said.
Eight plays later, the
Marshals capped the 60-yard
.drive (39 yards  after_ the 
penalties) with a five-yard TD
run by Kenneth Wolf. The PAT
by Jamie Freeland made it a
7-0 lead for the Marshals.
A 15-yard per,sonal foul
penalty and a pass in-
terference penalty aided the
Tigers in getting a first and 10
situation at the Marshall
County 35-yard line with less
than three minutes left in the
game. But on a first and 10
play, from the -35, _Tiger
quarterback Greg Garland
had a pass intercepted, his
second on the' evening and
think it was Mike Utley who
made a superb block down-
field to insure the touchdown
for Grettis," Hina said. .
In trotted Willie Perry and
he calmly booted the PAT,
leaving the game tied at 7-7
with 28 seconds left.
Marshall County moved to
the Murray 44-yard line before
time expired.
Murray won the coin toss for
the first overtime and Hine
chose to play defense. Dunn
carried for four, Wolf carried
for four and then on a third
and goal from two, Dunn
plunged in for the TD. Utley
blocked the PAT and Marshall
County led 13-7.  •
Then came Murray's turn.
.Bumphis carried the ball
twice, the first time for seven
yards, the second time for
three and the six-pointer.
Again, in came Willie Perry.
If he made the PAT, the
Tigers Would win. But the
snap froinsenter was a bit off.
Rich Rollins, who was holding,
quickly got the ball back up
again but the kick went wide
to the right and thus came the
coin toss for the second
- overtime. _
This time, Marshall County'
won the toss and like 't
Tigers did in the first over-
time, they elected to play.
defense.
On the first play, Bumphis
carried for seven. Again, the
call went to Bumphis and he
mauled his way through the
middle for two and one-half
yards.
Finally, from about 18 of the
longest inches a man could
Want ,.to see, fullback Mike
Hibbard dove off right tackle
and scored. That gave the
Tigers a 19-13 lead. On the
third for Murray as Bumphis PAT, the- Marshals jumped
had one picked off on an option off-sides as the ball was
play. snapped and that left the ball
So what did the Murray just two yards from the end-
High defense do? They didn't zone, changing the strategy.
"Heft we had to go for thez,., ,--Ledjer-81give up, that's for sure. They InfleS
went right back to work, two-point conve
rsion. If we
against the- Marshals and the made it, we'd be that much
clock. And with 45 seconds
left, Marlen Wood punted for
the Marshals from his own 27.
Bumph's took the ball on his-
own 40.
-After getting to midfield,
Buniphis was hit. And then. . .
.-`• "When I saw' him spin off a
tackler, I looked downfield
and saw things begin to open.
He picked up the blocks and
followed then. I won't know
until I look al, the film but I
When Wolf was stopped
short on the fourth and goal
situation for the Marshals, the
Tigers erupted into a giant
midfield celebration, capped
by a short version of the
"Hambone" routine by
assistant coach Bruce Walker.
Marshall County falls to 4-4
on the season while, Murray
High is now 4-3 and will hope
to at least insure themselves
of a break-even season when
they host Hopkinsville in the
Murray High Homecoming
iiext Friday.
But for at least one more
day, the Tiger players and
fans will be celebrating a win




Passes Att. 10 9
Passes Comp. 4-10-3 5-9-0
Yards Passing 17 53
Total Yards r36 190




Individual Rushing Murray 11191 - .
Bumphis 80 Hibbard 14 Garland -8 and
Johnson is. Marshall County 11371 --
Dunn 65, Ford -23, Pace'9, Dunigan 41
and Wolf 45.
Receptions: Murray (4-171— Bumphis
3-4 and Gilliam 1-13. Marshall County 5-
53 — Smith 1-15, Wood 2-20, Pace 1-10
and Gillihan 1-8.
 Marshall C.:aunty
Miller 2 and Hainsworth 1
NOVI TIN/ SCOIND
Marshall Comity 11,20 left in fourth
quarter, Kenneth Wolfe five-yard TD
run, Jamie Freeland PAT. Marshall
County leads 7-0.
Murray: 0: wi left in fourth quartem
Grettis Burnphia 60-yard punt return for -
ID, Willie Perry PAT. Game tied at 7-7.
Narshall County: third play of first
overtime, Ronnie Dunn two-yard TI)
run, PAT blocked by Mike Utley of
Tigers. Marshall County leads 13-7.
Murray: lecond play of first overtime,
Bumph's three-yard TD run, PAT wide
to right.
Murray: third play of second over-
time, Mike Hibbard, dire mar middle
from 1/2-yard out.. Twolsentraaveraion
tads. Murray leads 19-1.ana Mae after
defense hol,o.. Marshall colortresir- -
half of the second overti • -
;
better off 11d force them to
try for the conversion if they
scored on their possession.
"And if we didn't make the
conversion, I felt our defense--
wonid 4W.to the occasion,".,
Hine said:
They didn't and they did.
The Tigers didn't make the
conversion and the defense
rose to the occasion, setting up
the script for Wolf's version of












on and the Business
Office may be
reached on 7 5 3 -




We sometimes compare electric bills with neighbors and then
complain to the local utility when ours is higher.
Comparing electric bills is like comparing apples and oranges.
No two families have identical living habits. No two families have
identical appliances. No two families use electricity the same
way.
Where otte family may delight -in--salads and ,sandwiches,
another may insist on big, hot meals. -
Vibattonelathily may live in frattof thetator TV, another may
prefer books for entertlintrierit. -
Where one family runs the air conditioning 24 hours a day,
another may be comfortable by running it only during the hottest
part of the day.
And when there aye children in a family, this automatically
means more bathing, more cooking, more clothes washing, more
work for the refrigerator, more electrical usage all the way
around.
On top of this is the fact that you could be comparing bills that
are on different billing cycles, and this would throw any com-
parison completely out of kilter.
So, instead of comparing bills with a neighbor, compare bills
with yourself, preferably the one for the same month the year
before, remembering to take into consideration rate increases,
fuel escalation charges, new taxes, and additional degree days.
This will be a more accurate guide. And it'll reveal how your con-






































































TOUGH UP THE MIDDLE - A Marshall Cobnty runner finds out how tough it is to run up the
middle against the Tigers as Craig Johnson (65) makes the stick while Robert Whitmer (56)




_ LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Unranked Bowling Grren used
-a-serappy riereffSe-Tifid the
two-pronged offensive, punch
of quarterback Greg Hovioue
and running back Danny
Caruthers to earn a 28-0 upset
over previously unbeaten
Franklin-Simpson, the top-
ranked team in State AAA.
Bowling Green, 7-1, scored
the first time it had the ball in -
friday's clash and dominated
the contest thereafter.
iltiviods-yan 30 yards_ for that-




Yards-Overall. Clark County 28-0.
Franklin-Simpson was the -State AAA: No.- 2
only top-ranked team beaten Montgomery • County
on Friday. Henderson County clobbered Hoof stattAAAA,*AT,--tidged TeU _state AA: No. 3 Mayfield
City, Ind., 2247, Bardstown of pounded Trigg County 48-21.--
State AA. 84. dawned-LaRue- -State Al No.
County 28-13 as Greg Hickman Han-odeburg, 7-0, got • by
scored the touchdowns, -and Anderson County_ ,144 .:No,,3
NichOlas Coiinty of Ste!te 11-,Riantsvini .nippeci
0, nipped !Awls Counti 13-12. 13-8, No. 4 Tompkinsville
No. 1 -Trinity- 4egergmt- powered past aiiitcrn County
County --AAAA, -74, playa 41-0 and No. 5 Bellevue shaded
LouisvilliEastern tonight- Newport 14-0.
Five other ranked teams
tasted defeat Friday, with
teams 'nu*, AAkand High School Scores
AA polls absorbing most of the
- Fleming Co Betsy Laytie j -otlo 2s irairirteat. --
Caruthers, mianvihile,- 'rushed for 182 yands and four 4 .3Theelwrirrrit 50 Mtftlini 30 :-
scored on runs of two and 10 toiiChdowns as No. 4 Danville Àll'e'",; 'Co 14 Metcalfe Co 0
yards while rushing for 128 routed NO. 3.Woodford County Bardstown is LaRue Co 13
yards. Hovious added .102 40-0 and Shelby County itry're(!idoLDgrell,o
yards on tke ground.-' - -stopped No. 5 Elizabethtown Bellevue 14 Newport 0
. _ t _ 
Boone Co 61 Conner 0F r a nk lin-S i m p s on 14-9 on a pair of seeond period Bourbon Co 20 Autism Central 8
nieiiiiirbile, managed 617f touchdowns. Bowling Green 28 Franklin-Simpson 0
yards rushing and just 114 No. 2 Corbin got touchdown aaroBoylerCuo619 Nelson C ReIdland 
o 14
' .runs from Roy Taylor and Campbeliarillemmwea 037 .
Steve Bird in the fourth period 21a=a3rc.unGaTbtiVd 28
of a come-from-behind 19-10 Christian Co 23 Pad Tilghman 14
win over No. 5 Somerset while -- abinY [C*1395SoirneisC:Illn 4---- -
No. 4 Caldwell County dropped -- coy lumen 16 Campbell (W'
an 18-14 decision to Union Danville r, Wc"rdC"Dresden Tenn 32 Fallen ply 10
County, Term. - E carter= Morgan Co 0
‘121 Jeffersdir County AAAA," E Hardin 24W Hardin 8 -Co 28 Hart Co 26
No. 4 St. Xavier slipped by No. =Mit/ 53 Hopkinsville 0
5 Louisville Iroquois 17-14: Ft Campbell 34 Todd Central 7Ft Knox 12 Meade Co 7 • -
..• [- In Other games involving Ft Mos Highlands 35 Dixie Heights 0
-Are tratierious? Do you











Take 94 East out of Murray
for 2 mies. Turn right on
280. Follow 280 for 7 mfies
pelt ionner's Grocery. Take
blacktop into Panorama to
I rst stop sign, turn right then
left and you have arrived.
Tele. 436-5483.
IR State AAA, C'hils Jones ,T;n•t•Ti central war/Inn*,
. ranked teams: Fairdale 30 Lou Central 12
—Jefferson County AAAA: 
Fern Creek 14 Lou Atherton 7
Franldort 30 Richmond Madi.son 6
No. t • Southern, 8-0, ripped ., Franklin Co 17 Harrison Co 14
Bullitt Central 33-0 and No. 3 
Glasgow 14 Barren Co 10
Green Co 40 Taylor Co 15
Bishop David, 8-0, walloped (fteenicoV.2022B0R11?ll'Ille 0
Pleasure Ridge Park 27-6. flaulan 20 Flerning-Neon 0
—State AAAA7 No. 2 Harrodsburg 14 Anderson cod
Lexington Tates Creek needed. ratdhe,t0;,ricottegenucc°17tyter
- two • overtimes to nip Jjefferstoeron;04= ionsenga:
- --Lexington Henry Clay 28-72, Jothison cvnthiliot.rwrenee Co 6'
.,No. 3 Boone County mauled
Conner 61-0, No. 4 Greenup
County, 7-0, slugged Boyd





Will Be Open Every Sunday
Knox Central 22 Wllliazissburg 0
Leslie C,o 20 Berea 12
Lax Bryan Station 16 Valley 15
Lox Lafayette 28 Clark Co 0
-Lea Tates Creek IS Sew Wary Clay 22
OT
Lire083 Co 14 Garrard Co.6
- Lou Ballard 34 Lou Durrett 7
Lou Bishop David 27 Pleasure Ridge
Park 6
Lou Manual 34 Lou Waggener 12
Lou Shawnee 20 Lou Western 15
Lou St Xavier 17 Lou Iroquois 14
Lou Stuart V Lou Moore 15
Lou Westport 13 Lou Thos Jeff ersqzi 7
Madisonville 110.boro Apollo 0
Mayfield 48 Trigg Co 21
Middlesoro 17 Bell Co 14
Montgomery Co 36 Rowan Co 0
Murray 19 Marshall Co 13 20T
N Bullitt 41 Adair Co
For Your Drug, Prescription and Newport Cath 41 Covington Cath 7
Nicholas Co 13 Lewis Co 12
Sundry Needs Ohio C.o 33 McLean Co 6




1 Beverage 3 Be present
4 Look Tikedly 4 Withered-
9 MuttellsG;,'"§MAK04A-M







15 Sharp reply 8 Wife of
17 Municipalities- Geraint





















































Answer to Friday's Puzzle
















28 Pronoun -4-2 Ira $ nom°
29 High card 43 War god
31 More recent 44 Sob
32 Electrified 45 Garden tool
particle 46 Transgress
35 Rejects 47 Female ruff
36 Small child 48 Posed for
37 Sings po trait
39 Trials 51 Babylonian
40 Equality deity
Oldham Co 34 Grayson Co 6
Owen Co 29 Carroll Co 8
Owensboro 7 Daviess Co 3
Owensboro Cath 18 Union Co 6
Paintsville 13 Raceland
Paris 14 Ludlow 7
Phelps 40 Gilbert WV. 03
Pineville 71 Lynch 6
Prestonsburg 33 Maysville 6
Rockcastle Co 28 Estill Co 0
ei] 17 Ashland 0
- s. SheibY C,o 14 Elizabethtown 9 •iat
-e Sam Kenton 17 Erlanger Iloyd 6
Southern 33 Bullitt Central 0
Tompkinsville 41 Clinton Co 0
Trimble Co 14 Henry Co 6
-Union City Tenn 18 CaldwelkCo 14
W Carter 9 Bath Co 8
Washington Coal Mercer Co 6
Wayne Co 17 Casey Co 8
Webster Co 18 Lone Oak 12 20T
Whitesburg 21 Hazard 8























































requested to check the





ANY ERRQR V4OULD RE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
LY SO. PLEASE CHEEK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PR.-






Just in time for













Save novit Wieri cutting year-end perces to Asks rooni-far-mew models. Don't






Getting the color right is what !
ColorTrak is all about
Automatic
color control and fleshlon•
-oolvectionelectronicoily holds fteshtones and
Other colors tO the settings you select
Er Automatic contrast/color tracking lets youadjust contrast, color and brightness with just
-Ortecontrol ingtead of three.Automatic light sensor adjusts for changing
44304/1 light-to give you a 40,-040iiktect-piettee
day or night.
Er RCA Super AccuFliter picture tube hasspecially tinted phosphors that absorb room
light and keep colors sharp and vivid, even in
bright light.
Er RCA's new 100% solid state-chassis isdesigned to run cooler, perform better
and last longer than any previous RCA
chassis.
a RCA Signii.ock electronic- tuning-no -moving parts to wear out or get dirty. VHF and
UHF channels on one convenient selector.
XL-100.: . RCA's Color TV Value Lino
Now battar than ever with all these, features:
• Automatic color control and fieehtone correction
electronically holds fleshtones and other colors
to the settings you select.
• RCA's now 100% solid state XlendedLlf• chassis
designed to run cooler, perform better and last
longer than any previous XL-100 chassis
• Low power consumption-actually uses less
energy on average than a 100-watt bulb!
• RCA's Super ACCuColor black matrix picture









XL-100 is RCA's best-knoo value.
And now it's better than ever:
inwir,-,...  4
Mod. GB684
RCA 19"m...1XL-100 color TV
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By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
-- The student--boat--the__—_— •
teacher Friday afternoon and
the teacher wasn't very happy
about it.
The whole_ thing began back
in the early 1960's when young
Bill Cornell was recruited by
Southern Illinois University
track and across country
coach Lew Hartzog. TOrne11
became the first English
runner for the Salukis.
. After graduating with All-
American Istatus,, Cornell
came to Murray and has been
years and I'd hate to see it end
over soemthing like this."
—Whente-feft,-the sweat shirt
had not been found. Or for that
matter, the Salukis had yet to
find their pride either. SIU,
always strong in cross,
country, had been annihiliated
by the. Racers.
"We don't put that much
emphasis on cross country,"
Hartzog said, almost failing to
give'Cbrnell's team any credit
at all.
"We recruit more for track.
You know, we were ninth in
the nation in outdoor track last
the track and cross country year. We take what's left over
coach since. And in the past 10 and try to do the best we can in
tears or so. Cornell hasn't had cross country," he added.
much success against his -Old Well, for the record,
coach. . . until Friday. Moments later, Hartzog said
Corriell'a—torss cOuittry, :he exiiectea his team to win
team, or as Murray State fans
call it, the "English Brigade,"
literally swamped the Salukis
by an overwhelming 18-42
score in a triangular meet.
Tennessee Tech, which
doesn't have spring sports
scholarships now, was a
distant third with 85- points.
Hartzog was not pleased in
more ways than one. He was
upset with the loss and not
only that, one of his runners
lost .a warrnup jersey. Hartzog
announced to the large
audience that "these two
schools have 'tad a great
relationship over the past 12
the Missouri Yalley. Con-
ference cross country
championship.
Apparently, that's not too
bad for a bunch of "leftovers"
who lost to Murray State by
such a large margin.
How did Hartaog feel about
MSU's team?
"If this bunch of kids get
serious about what they're
doing, they could be well up in
the nationals, if they
remember what they're going
against," Hartzog said, in an
almost sarcastic tone.
Regardless of how good or
bad SIU is, Murray deserved
all the credit in the world-for
the win. It was perhaps the
- most impre-sive performance
of the season for the Racers.
Two weeks ago, Murray
finished second at the Indiana
Invitational, losing to 10th-
ranked East Tennessee. In-
cidentally, SJU finished fourth
in that meet. —
Earlier in the week, Cornell
took some time to try and
calculate what the final score
of the Racer-SIU meet would
be. Based on the way the
teams performed at
Bloomington, Cornell figured
MSU would finish with 23
points and the Salukis with 36.
It was better than Cornell
had expected:—
For the first two miles, the
Racers had the first top five -
spots and threatened to make
it a perfect 15 points. But just
into the third mile, Mike
Sawyer of the Salukis edged
into the top three of four.
It wasn't enough though to
make a difference in the _
outcome of the five-mile race
held at the Murray Country
Club.
Freshman Jerry Odlin and
senior Martyn Brewer both
crossed the line with arms
linked, _finishing in 24:25.
Sawyer was five seconds back
in third. Then MSU freshman
Richard Charleston came in
fourth with a 24:55 and Brian
LONELY RUN — Glenda Calabro, who finished second in the cross country meet 
Friday, ran
three lonely miles as she didn't have anyone close behind here. Here, she crosses t
he bridge just



















0 t • On feelune Synelocale Inc
Rutter, a senior for the
Racers, took fifth in 25:05.
Dave Warren, a freshman in
cross country:crossed in sixth
place_in 2596 to round out the
scoring for Murray.
SIU picked up seventh and
ninth places with eighth place
going to Dave Rafferty of the
Racers in 25:28. Pat Chimes
made it seven Racers in the
top 10 as he took 10th in 25:37
and Mitch Johnston was Ilth
in 25:49.
Other Racer runners in-
cluded Tony Keener _15th__ In 
27:00 and Mike Vowe11.17th in
30:45.
"Ideally, you ward YOur fifth
man jo be less than a minute
-behind your first man,"
Cornell said.
----- 'There waN a difference of
just 49 seconds so we ran
pretty tough. It sure looked
pretty to see all those gold
uniforms up there," Cornell
added.
It marked the second
consecutive year the Racers
have defeated. SIU. Before
thate, SIU had won two con-
secutive one-point -decisions
over the Racers.
Since coming to Murray,
Cornell has defeated his alma
mater three times ,in cross
country and once in track.
The Racers will have a dual
meet at Western Kentucky
University next Saturday, to
tune up for the OVC cham-
pionship which will be held




THE ENGLISH BRIGADE — The Racers' English Brigade, or at least five of them, have the first five spots here after the first
two miles of the race. On the left is Brian Rutter then beside him is Martyn Brewer. In third place is Jerry Odlin followed lsy Dove
Rafferty and Richard Charleston...
_ (Stuff Photos by Mike Kreadsa)—
PHITADELPHIA— (AP) -7,
Defenseman Andre Dupont
will miss the Philadelphia
Flyers' game- with. the -
Penguins in Pittsburgh
tonight because of a strained. THE 
WINNERS — Freshman Jerry Odlin (right) and senior_
left knee. Brewer l
eft cross the finish together in first place
Dupont is expected to skate forth. Racers in their big win over Sout
hern Illinois ltniver-
again Monday apd to be ready sity Friday at the Murray Country 
Club. Both came to
to play against Pittsburgh for — ' Murray from England where Racer Coach Bil
l Cornell hails.
the Penguins' game here next • Odlin and Brewer will be among the favorites when the Ohi
o
Thursday, the National Valley Conference meet is held two weeks from today in
Hockey League team said Bowling Green,The Racers along with East Tennessee rate
Friday. 
_ .
as the teams to beat. • (snit Photos by Mike Brassion)
Also not with the team f
gren;— 
or__
Racer-Women Harriersthe Pittsburgh game arewinger Ilaul Holm —
defenseman Jim Watson and
center Mel Bridgman, all of
whom are serving suspensions
levied by the league office for
their involvement in an
exhibition game, brawl with
, the Boston Bruins.
Winger Bob _Kept._ is
expected to play after sitting
out Thursday night's opener-
because of a one-game
suspension.
Gifford Nielsen, Brigham
Young quarterback, also plays
varsity football and in the final
game of the 1976-77 season
'scored 24 points.
Head football coach Steve
Sloan of Texas Tech was one of
the many great quarterbacks to
play for "Bear" Bryant at Ala-
While the student beat the teacher in the men's cross coun-
try meet at the Murray Country Club Friday, it was the other
Way around in the women's meet.
Coach Margaret Simmons' Murray State women had just
24 points in running their best race of the season in taking a
triangular meet victory over Memphis State and Westem2,_
Kentucky.
Memphis was second with 55 while Western Kentucky,
coached by former Racer All-American Carla Coffey, was
third with 57.
Laura Brewer of Memphis State easily won the three-mile
meet while Glenda Calabro of the Racers was second and
Vicki Holloway of Western took third. Fourth place went to
Lissa Schereeberger of Memphis, running unattached.
The times were not available.
Sharon Macy and Camille Baker crossed theline together
and had fifth and sixth places for the Racers.
Murray State wrapped up the win as Mary Ann McConnel
barna 
took seventh, Becky Beckman eighth and Pat Taylor ninth to
give the Racers six of the top 10 places.
Since the unattached runner did not actually count in the
computation of team scores, Murray had seven of the top 10
as Lyn Barber placed 11th, 10th officially through since the
_ unattached runner was "bumped."
Other MSU ruzifiedjacluded Pattie Bittell 15th, Debbie Bit-
- tel 16th, Mffrgaret Kopatz 18th, Karen Harding 20th and Anne
Moore




We start with tender,
iuicy choppeg Sirloin -
It's served sizzlin' hot
with your choice of potato
and Stockade Toast. A
*. $2.28 value for .only...
THE FAMILY•STEAKHOUSE
awn 11 a:m.4 p.m. Weekdays • is ajn.-It: 30 p4n.
 Betide Ben
COMING NOME — Sharon Macy (left) and Camille Baker
head toward the flogs at the finish line in the Races' triangular
meet with Western and Memphis State Friday. Macy finished
fifth and Baker sixth.
PHOTO
SPECIALS
ZWItatilP. ,et4 CPA, VANAK ;a/dock: ariral:
4
;6'4 me fa n
PHOTO BONUS MI
fiC COUPONS Li
isTzeinesin m;0 ..•4 BIG ti+
DI VELOPLO & PRINTED
iitur 0.VE ROLL PER couron
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Enlargcmcnt byc
%I %DI C irON ANY SLID& OR COLOR NiGATIVE
IJNIT 3 ENLARCMINTS PER COUPON
976 BIG 1_1-, 15=21 is ... - wit 4010 "4-4
Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mm.-Sat.





The World's Greatest  Athlete is proud
to have been A Newspaper Carrier
"It takes steadiness to be a decathlon
man:' Bruce Jenner says.---"And that's
what Newspaper --Carriers give you —
steady performance every day"
. Bruce delivered newspapers through
his 5th, 6th and 7th-grade years in Tarry-
town, N.Y.
"Being a Newspaper 'Carrier helped. _
-to acquire-the-discipline I needed for
trainine And his training paid off.
.Grimacing with pain and, tension,
Bruce:Jenner ci-ossect the 1,500-meter
finish at the Montreal Olympics to win
the mist grueling of all competition's. The
197& decathlon champion also won the
only Olympic honor ma precious than
gold—the title of The World's Greatest
Athlete.
Now he's asking you-to join the Treas.
ury,Department in saying "thank y67 to
your local Newspaper Carriers. It's their
day: Newspaper Carrier Day, 1977.
• - Newspaper Carrier.s.vhave steadily
• supported the. U.S. Savings Bond pro-
gram; et trying Bondt----regutOty with -tYrite
earnings. Through their Newspaper Car-
.rier Thrift Clubs, many have set. aside-
money for their college educations.
Like Bruce Jenner, they believe- in
goats for the future. And that's what U.S.
Savings-Bonds are all about.
E A putri.c.ser..ce0 i".A Oub.cal'Onone Tn. Aore,rion Gown.'
IIIIIMMUllinln""""Ilt111111111WIVIVIIIIII:1-1111.11‘‘.111.1.11t.‘1\\\.\\*.\.)77.‘:
•
' • •• • •.: '
PAM 4 NE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER1. TIMES, Saturday, 
October IS, 1977
2 Notice
JESUS' says in Matthew
28:19, 20. "Go ye
therefore, and teach all
nations, baptizing them
in the name of the
Father, and of the Son,
, and of the Holy Ghost:
_ Teaching them to ob-
serve all things what-
soever I have com-
manded you: And, lo I
am with you always,
_aren. unto the end of the
world." This directive
was to the disciples but
is also binding upon all
Christians today. Are
you observing all things
commanded you in the
pages • of God's Holy
Word? If not you have no
promise of eternal life.































Polite -. . 753-1621
Rescue 753-6952
Ambidenit , _ 753:9332wco _ .
Emergency 753-5131
Humane Soci.eit,




Potion Control . .'753-7531
Senior Citizens . 753-0919
Needline . . . 75341E0


















January 20. Price is $15.




number in party and
half of reservation.




reservation by 8 a.m. or
losevdeposit. Doors open
At-6 A.m. dilly. Phone
-224-2926. Send- to J & wr
Feezor Hunting _Club,







- Mechanics Repair and Pipe Fit-
-ter-Welder (Applicants must have-
minimum of 3 years industrial ex-
perience.) Excellent fringe
benefits-hospitalization, retireme-
nt, paid holidays (10) and




1 General Street, Mayfield, Ky.-42066
Phone (502) 2474730, Ext. 237
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F
1 Notice
COLOR PORTRAITS,
_ bEing us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 1042.40. Fast service.
Arteraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking







suppliers to IGA Food
Liners has an im-
mediate opening for a
qualified Super
Market manager to be
a grocery counselor. If
you are an individual
with three to Live
years sqccessful__
supermarket manage-
ment experience and -.







pany car. If you are in-
terested in an in-
terview contact Em-
meat Roberts at 753-
5986, Tuesday, Oct. 18.
$ 2 0 0 WEEKLY -
POSSIBLE stuffing






WANTED AT ONCE, 2
insurance sales persons.
$200 per week each.
Insurance broker,




WASH AND LUBE man.
Apply in person. Pur-
dom Olds Pontiac






open. Reply in own
handwrtting„.to 32.F
PART TIME evening
clean-up, man. apply in





someone just out of
trade school to work in
local small engine shop.
Must have own tools.




























has an immediate opening for
aggressive sales reprise.-
wive for Reatecky, Tea
nessee territory. Excelleat
starting salary. I ivit
bones and triage biome..
Company car furnished. Send
Resume to P.O. Its 221.5,
Evansville, lad. 47714 ,
9 Situations Wanted
VETERAN SEMI retired
needs work of any kind.
No selling under
situation. Call 492-8110.
14. Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioners. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
,




*Amt-To tiiiy Jots 75 ft
to 100 ft. frontage. About
same depth. In city or
county. Must have
sewer and water. Reply
size of lot and price to
Box 32C, Murray.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired








heavy lined, 24" x 42",















72" cut 3'-2 h.p. B and S
engine._ $88.88. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
SALE CLUB aluminum, 8-






and consolidation. 6 per
cent interest 5,000 to
500,000. Call 502-885-1795





Number one stone of America, offers you the op-
portunity to capture the local stone market in
your area. Contact:
TIMBER-LODGE STONE A FIREPLACES




, THIS PAPER 5.4Y5 vve ARE
591E5 PAID BY YOUR
ENEMIES TO REPORT




































55 GALLON corn syrup
drums with removable
tight fitting lid. $5.00
each. Call 753-4953 Ky.
Candy Co., Almo, Ky.
 
CHILDREN'S CLOTHES,








oak coffee table. Doll
beds, made of -oak,
cherry and cedar,
ideal Christmas gif-



























FOR SALE nice jiving
room suite in good




suit, solid wood. Electric
guitar and amp.
Electric welder. 50 amp
-414 
OtSceitatteOut
, items. Call 753-8127.
11.Vacuum Cleaners
ElLECTROLUX SALES





complete set-up. With 2
stainless steel buckets.




and bean header. Also 3





FOR SALE 350 John













Ventilated rib - $195.
Remington 20 gauge
light weight, ventilaged
rib - $175. Call 753-4061 or
753-4031.
15 FT. EBBTIDE ski
boat, 1976 model with,
1970 model motor with
trailer. $1800. Interested

















made any size, for an- '
tique beds or campers..
Buy direct and save on
mattresses,_
Healthopedic or foam-










sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
SALE 6" STOVE pipe, 99
cents. Chain saw files,
all sizes 79 cents each.
Daisey BB's, 1500 pack







SALE BATH TUB faucets




SALE CHAIN saw chains




20" bar $10. 95,-.24" bar
$12.95. We also have
bargain in sprockets and










color TV's. Has good
19" black and white




stereos at the lowest
prices in West Ky. We
service what we sell,
this includes lake area.
All work is guaranteed
so ,come to Sissons
Zenith Sales and save.
Highway 94, 18 miles
West of Murray. Open




We will give you '50,
s100 or up to 1150 for
yoo old I.V.
Choose Magnavox color
T.V. and we will give you
this for your old T.V.
Low monthly payments
with old T.V. as down
payment. Come in and see





27 Mobile Home Sales
12 a 65 VINDALE 2
bedroom with 7 x 10
expand° room. Like
new. See at Riviera Cts.
or call 753-3230 before 5,
436-5524 after 6.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home. Real .., nice.
Located - Route- 6,
Highway 290, .5 miles
from Murray. Call 753-
4174.
1974 MOBiLE HOME, 3
bedroom, 2 baths,





/9 Mobile Home Rentals
-liti-Figf 2va
in East ol_Murrayaii _






mobile home spaces for
refit, at Riviera Courts.-
Call 753-3280.
30 Business Rentals
25' x 38' BUILDING,
concrete floor, excellent
condition. 2% miles 91
East. AR Call 7534218.
21 Want To Rert
WANT TO RENT house
for family of 3 in or near
Murray. Call 753-0734.
UNFURNISHED small
house or apartment for 2
years. Middle aged
female with
housebroken 8 year old
dog. Call Padueth, 443-
8589.











Central heat and air.





peting, and gas heat.
Low utility bills. $150 per
month. $100 deposit
required. Phone 753-5447
after 5 p.m. weekdays or
anytitne on weekends.
FURNISHED APART-
MENT for rent. Come to
300 Woodlawn.
TWO APARTMENTS for
rent. Boys preferred or
two girls. $65 a month.
Located 209 Walnut. Call
753-3685.
NICE ONE BEDROOM





34 Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM fur-
nished house with utility
room and garage. In
Murray. Available last
of October. Call 753-2557.
NICE SMALL house with
carport. For 2 or 3
people. Refrigerator,
stove and water fur-
nished. $130 month. Call
489-2595.
36 For Rent Or lease
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call- Mike
Etreiliaack -753..415A , 
between 8 and 5.
31. livestock •Supplies
WESTERN SADDLE and
bridle. $90. Call 753-7323.
38 Pets Supplies
COMPLE'TE DLSPER-,




- will be sold cheap. Many
state fair and national
show winners. Also will
sell some cages, feeders
and equipment for
raising meat and show
rabbits at bargain
prices. Last chance to
purchase quality ritbbitit













SALE, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.






water bed and las of
household items.
-VARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday. Calloway St.
in Hazel. Junior sizes, 5
and 7, 9 and 10, shOes,
boys clothes, some baby























small business such as
antique shop,
professional offices, or
retail outlet. Located at
corner of North 5th and
Chestnut Streets. Shown
AKC GERMAN by appointment only, so
SHEPHERD puppies, phone us today at
. solid white. KOPPERUD REALM: -
2153, Paducah.- We would love-
to show you this choice
AEC- CAIRN- Terriers,----property.



























bushel. You pick. Bring
containers. Start Friday





9-4 p.m. 1403 Cardinal
Drive. Clothing,









List Your Properly With Usl
Mat It. 1534101
PRICE REDUCED
$5,000.00 on this quality 4
bedroom, 2 bath brick
home on tree shaded lot.
Located only 5 miles
northwest of Murray,
this home has central
heat and air, central
vacuum system, In-
tercom, large family
room with fireplace and
much more. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 or visit our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main Street.
We are working full tune
to provide the best
possible .Real Estate
service to you. _
BY OWNER - good land,
20 acres or more.
Beautiful home site.
Near Ken Lake. Call 474-
2230.
GUY SPANN REALTY- ,
We go to extra lengths to
serve you. Your interest
and desire are -our
primary concern.When




• Sight, Hearing and•
Health Fair








One used 941 Cat track loader, power
shift trans. 1142 yard bucket with teeth.
One used TD-25•C IHC Crawler Tractor,
power shift trans. 26" tracks, hydraulic
Smi-U blade and hydraulic tilt. One
model 110-11 Michigan elevating scraper
with 4-55 GMC Diesel Engine. One model
JD-860 elevating scraper with 6-71 GMC
Diesel engine, power shift transmission.
Call after 7 PM 901-479-Z17. • -
GI
,
































































Xs SHOP.for sale. Can
used as a clean-up or
mechanic. Located in
Hazel on Calloway
Street. Come by and see.
70 ACRE FARM with
frontage on 2 roads, 60
tendable acres, tobacco
barn, all fenced with
new barbed wire fen-
cing. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-









SOUtii . Large tree-
shade yard. Owner
transferred, needs offer.




"Your Key To Nappy
House Hunting"
111 Main 753-1222
50 ACRES, L C. Hale
Farm, ideally located on
Johnny Roberson Road.




base, good tobacco barn.




tract, located 5 miles
South of Murray on West










1707 OLIVE. 3 BR 2 bath
'brick' home "2 blocks
from campus. Has small
upstairs apartment and
detached apartment.
Should rent -lop -$200
monthly, $49,500. Wilson
Ins. & Real Estate. 753-
3263 anytime.
IN HAZEL -= Double
wide mobile home on 44
acre" lot. X bedroom, 1%
bath -with central heat.
Beat the 'high cost of
living while enjoying
over 96() sq. ft. of living










equity and take up
payments. Loretta Jobs -
Realtor, 753-1492.
JUST LISTED - Duplex -
Each side has 2 TELEPHONE 7511961
• bedrooms, living t'001%-; "
A CAREFUL BUYER'S
DREAM - 807 N. 17th
Street. Ideal for retired
couple or beginner's
home. This sharp 2
bedroom, brick veneer





Carport. lathe 20's. Call
or-come by 105 N. 12th















South 12th at Sycamore
NEARn-TE-UNIVEB;
SITY - The price is right
and so is -the location,
el:meta; the university on
quid residentiaLstreet. -
Four- bedrooms and 2
baths with-lots of living
- area. Fenced backyard
and living room with
fireplace are some of the
extra features. Priced in
the 20's. Phone Ii0P-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222, or crime by our
conveniently located
offire at 711 Main Street
Sight, Hearing and
Health Fair -
Odober 20th and 21st
At MSU Special Education Building
Free Testing
Transportation Available
OUT OF THIS WORLD!
That's what you'll say











Only 5 miles from Murray
We now have our fall selection of mums in a
nite assortment of colors.
We also have Halloween Pumpkins and Indian
Corn for decoration.
Pottery of all types, also check these and our
selection of plants for gift ideas.
Now is the time for fall planting. We have a
nice selection hf plants and trees, so come on out
and check our prices for fall planting.
We also offer free estimates and a complete
landscaping service.
Open:









Live in one, collect




45 Farms For Sale
MINI FARM 5.8 acres, 9
room ranch type home.
Price $27,000._ Pennigor
Realty, 449-8161.
BY OWNER - 40 he




M X 31r 3IE
L tea! 5 on+Pc,•10
  ."`tU CAN FILIBUS-TER "TbE
PRESIVE NTt 'PROGRAM, OUT XEE
4$ ARE FARM'
Ap-
proximately 35 acres "(OUR FINGERS OF OUR-BUDGET"
tendahle, tobacco; corn
and bean land. Off High-
way 121,-2 miles N. of
Coldwater on 1836. Call
489-2131.
50. Campers
46 Homes For Sale
2$' x S8' TWO BEDROOM
borne, I% baths, dining






utility room, and rear
deck facing water.
Located on Jonathan
Creek in Pirates Cove.
Property adjoins TVA'.




central heat, air, double
carport, large lot. North
of Puryear. Call 901-247-
52791
BY OWNER brick home
and 3 bedroom rental
trailer oti 2 acre-let: -
House has four
bedrooms, living room,






Owner will finance part.
Priced at $39,000.
Located in Lynn Grove-.
Will sell with or without
trailer. Call' 435-4528.
SMALL FOUR ROOM
house, 4% miles out 121
South. Ideal for 2 people.
Phone 753-7948-
48.Automotive Service
49. Used Cars & Trucks
19/1 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-82/3 after 4:00.
FOR RENT New
economy car, full-size




paint; tires, side pipes,-
pearl red with red in-





:_O_TY REA e, 3-2 7,:,3 ii
44911344*,. 4eed_a_paipt„
Call 354-6206. -
SALE OIL filter, $1.49, air
filter, .$1.88 to fit. most -
American, or import ,
cars. Wallin Hardware,
Paris. 
TIRE SALE,: Truck load, -
4 ply polyester white
wall premium grade. 12-





•+ $1.74 FET; C78x13"
$18.94 + $1.94 FET;
E78x14" + $2.30 FET;
F78x14" $21.15 + $2.44
FET; G78x14 or 15"
$22.38 + $2.60 FET;
H78x15" $24.23 + $2.85
FET; L78x15" $26.76 +
$3.13 FET. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
SALE 34 MONTH car
- battery. $2499. Williard
Brand. Wallin Hard-
- ware,- Paris.





1971* VW BEETLE. Semi
automatic, air, call 753-
3296.
1976 GRAND LEMANS,
AM-FM 8 track tape
player, tilt and cruise.
$3975. 1969-Firebird $650.
1975 175 Yamaha MX,
$475. Call 759-1504 after 5
196/1 CHEVROLET 4 door
Impala, steering and
air, nice car. Good tires.
$550. taff 7534159 after 5
p.m:
1971 CHEVELLE power




Four door. Good con-
dition. Call 753-4865 after 1963 VOLKSWAGEN,
6 p.m. $1350. 1813 Wiswell Rd.,
 ' Murray. Call 753-9964.
49 Used Cats & Trucks
1973 CHEVROLET
pickup Cheyene Super
10. Long wheel base,
Power steering and
brakes, air and tilt
wheel: -Red, with black
mtenor. Radial tires._
Transmission needs







Starcraft dealer for both
travel trailers and fold
downs. 197$ models
arriving. We service




4 miles East of Murray
on Highway 94 .East.
Call 753-0605.
51 Services Offered









FOR YOUR septic tank
and .backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 7534669 or
- (36-2586 or 436-5348. „ „






FOR SALE or trade 1977
Cadillac, .9,000 miles.
1976 Trans Am. Also pull
type camper. Call 753-
4509. •- . _
19/4 CAPRICE Classic
black -on htack. one
owner, excellent con-
dition. $3,250. Call 753-
ybir/LING FOR a ..new
car? Looking to save
money? A new4car
broker can help you
solve both of these
problems. Call for free
details 437.4205 or 344-
8712 or write to Box 127,
Hardin, Ky. ,
1967 DATSUN automatic.
Four door. $300. Call
after 6:30 436-2439.
1965 DODGE Dart Slant 6
automatic .$200.00, 1960
Chevy pick-up, 6 cly,
straight shift $275:60.
And 1968 Chevy V8
automatic, rough
$100100. Call 354-6217.
1976 GRAND PRIX, AM-
FM stereo tape'. Power
steering, air condn.
Brand new tires. Call
753-4331.
1972 M.G. Midget con-
vertible, excellent
condition. Call 753-8200.






1970 Ford Torino, 4 door,
good family car. One
owner Call753-1530.
1971 MONTE CARLO 350
Automatic. Burnt
Orange with black vinyl
top. Factory wheels,
AM-FM tape deck and
tilt wheel, 54,000 actual





by Ky. Lake. lots located in
Calloway Coun . Has County Road '
and public ac ss to lake. All lots are
wooded. Roads are in; subdivided sub-
division is plotted and recorded; for-
merly retirement acres. Ap-











department at 1-24 and
Route 68, Cadiz, Ky. Call
5724507.












home or indUstrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
.436-5896.
INSULATION SAVES









1)0 YOU NEED stumps
removed trom your yard
.'or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to •140•




patio awnings and roofs
sealed, white or silver.
Call Jack Glover, 753-
1873 after 5 or weekends.
PAINTING, INTERIOR..
exterior. Also dry wall -
finishing. 10 years ex-
perience. Call 436-2563,
• Ralph Worley.
ACE HI black top paving
and seal coating. Free
estimates. Call 436-2573.
WILL DO babysitting in
• my home,_ while you
-work, shop or have an
evening out. Call 753-
onlY.sdliStaw and chwer,
- Call for free estimate,




decorative rock or stock
pile lime. Call 753-6763
RogerHudson, 753-4545.
FOR BACKHOE and
- bulldozing needs. Call
437-4433 or after 8 p.m.
3544161 or 354-8138.
TREE TRIMMING and
removal, 10 years ex-
perience. Call 436-2294.
LICENSED: ELEC-. sCit-ITSN'ToisTM ERV.TRECIAN and gas- in- estim.te. t3:9753.
stallation will - -do- -
'plumbing, heating -and- - -









, work, gravel, hauling
and top .soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
ELECTRIC WIRING .





Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. kend we
will clean- thir hallway
free, limit 4x10. A 10' x









dry,. work . completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con-
struction Co., Route 2,
-Box 409A. Paducah, Ky. -
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
1•••••••••••••••%
• Sight, Hearing and •
• •• Health Fair •
• •
































That good things must cost alot. This 1', story 4 bedroom
stone and stucco is located near. MS1.1. Recently









steam or dry frith
has been cleaning the
fined homes for over 30









dow glass and glass






Company Inc. Air con-






FREE - wood shavings,





and gray, long hair,
housebroken. Call 436-
FREE Three month old
iemale kitten. ,.1.teittly
-blue color with unusual
gray eyes. Very gentle
and shy. Has had
distemper shot and has
been wormed. Call 753,
3994.
FREE - Two male kit-
tens. Three months old.
One is yellow and the
other is yellow and
white. Also available is
a beautiful solid black
ten week old kitten. All
have had distemper
shots and will make




MSU Diagnostic Evaluation Van will be
at Bel-Air Shopping Center, 9:00 a.m. to
12 noon.
MONDAY, OCT.17, 1171.1-s,
K*. Lake and Five Aires
Now is the time to look at this 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home that Was built in 1971. It is almost new on





Pets Waldrop-753.5646 H.T. Waldrop, Broker
In Business Since 1956
e Have It!
K-13 SPRAY ON INSULATION
UNLIMITED SUPPLY!
*STICKS ON ANYTHING: WOOD, METAL, CONCRETE
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
ink Use: K-1-3 is a spray-on cellulose insulation for
exposed interior applications. It provides effective
thEirrncrl resistance, controls condensation and corro-
sion and absorbs sound. K-1 3's high absorption factor
is on important benefit in controlling noise levels t
meet OSHA reguirements,-WaddifiiM to industrial op
plications, K-13 is.frequently used in schools, sports.
arenas, airports,;auditoritims; indoor pools, churches.
sound studios, convention centers and night clubs It
is available in most colors and has a carpet-like tex-
ture. K-13-is fire resistant, has a durable surface and
bonds to wood, concrete, _gloss, steel, galvanized
metals and all other common constructIon materials.
USES: RESIDENTIAL- COMMERCIAL - FARM BUILDINGS -
DECORATIVE: LEAVES A FINISHED LOOK - COLORS AVAILABLE
NON-COMBUSTIBLE: PROVIDES I-HR. FIRE WALL - LOWERS INSURANCE
RATE$ UL APPROVED
SOUND CONTROL: REDUCES PLUMBING NOISE -.EXCELLENT FOR
BASEMENT CEILINGS
THERMAL INSULATION: REDUCES COSTLY FUEL PUS - INCREASES
COMFORT
cALL898-2403 CA„
PADUCAH INSULATION COMPANY 
• • •
a
Christian Chtirch: Ali Young, who has also
been recognized for her
"distinguished leadership and
service in the training of
string tilchers and the
; "Samson, The 'Folk 'Hero! developing' of young talent,"
•-• will be the subject of the'
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Elvin Crick Dies
Friday Morning
Elvin Crick died Friday at
6:45 a.m. at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield. He was -88
years of age and a resident of
509 North 17th Street,
Mayfield.
He is survived by one niece,
Mrs. Otto Chester of Lynn
Grove, and one nephew, Toy
Ross of Benton:
-The funeral will be held
todaY at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with 'the Rev. 0:T.
Arnett officiating. Burial will
follow in the Murray City•
Cemetery here
To Hear Dr. Roos
sermon by the Rev. Dr. David
C. Roos, minister of the First
Christian Church, at the 10:45
will conduct sessions from
9:30. to 11:30 a.m. and from
1:30 to 3:30 p.m. in Room 216
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
About 300 junior high and
high School students from four
'
Phyllis Young
• qr ulrninate in an admission-





Cello Clinic At MSU
Phyllis Young, professor of
music at the University of
Texas in Austin, will present a
special cello clinic in con-
junction with the 30th annual
Quad-State String Festival at
Murray State University on
Monday, Oct. 17. ,
Her workshop is designed to
help public school string
teachers in cello pedagogy
and classroom teaching. She
is especially known for her
work as director of the
University of Texas String
Project, which has received
nine national awards.
Weak S
Place." Randy Aulick will be se
worship leader, Richie Page 16, at e Seven
th AO Poplar---- The Memorial Baptist
will be candlelighter, and Mr. Church of Christ. /Rs scrip7
and Mrs. Coleman McKeel tare will be fres_ak ',John 1:1-4
and Mrs. Tommy Marshall and Rev. 14:137'1 ' ..
will be greeters. Assisting in the services 
will
Official church visitor for be Jack Ward, Mark Pugh,
the week will be Major Darrel Gene. Roberst, Dale Chad-
McFerron.. . ' wick, E.C. Wallin, T
ed
' SuncittY Setairifill be at -930‘,--iloward, Jerry Bolls; Amos_.
y orchestra and a junior high
The Chancel Choir, directed - . . , orchestra at 7 p.m. in 
Lovett
by Margaret Porter with '',...:--ffre• Jelin pair waTreadt ._ 
.. •
Maxine Clark as guest. bathe • ‘.“subject ?Air Joylitty..-- Rev. White Speaker
3rganist, will sing the anthem, -43e411-1 - at *8:30 and 10:40'
"Surely God Is In His Holy a.tiit,..'and sii..:, p.m. Worship. At M •on Slancy, October
'a.m„ and vespers will be at sit°
p.m. The God „Squad supper
will be at 5:30 p.m. followed by
meetings ,of the God Squad
and Senior Youth at six p.m.
Sunday.
The Christian. Men's
Fellowship will meet Wed-
nesday, October 19, at six p.m.
in the fellowship hall with the
Hill, Jon T. Carpenter,
Charles Lamb, Jerry _Fulton;
Tommy Caraway, and 'Steve
Simmons.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Owen Moseley,
John C. Steele, Jerry Fulton,
and Gary Lamb. Extension
Department .workers will be
Mike Lyons, Leon Adams,
special .speaker to be from Greg Garland, and Chuck
Paducah, a female on Adams. Leslie Wilferti will be
Akeholits- Anonymous. lied the teen nursery helper. Bible-
Hale and Henry-Holton will-be study will be at 9:40 a-m-
hosts; . __. . . Sunday.
emorial Church
Church will have worship
services at 10:50 a.m. and
seven p.m. on Sunday, Oc-
tober 16, with the pastor, the
Rev.. Jerre i White,' as the
speaker. ster Garland,
deacon of the week, will assist .
th the-se-Vices. -r '
The morning -sermon topic
will-be "Prayer Power For
-Yon" with scripture from
James 5:13-18. "Proper Use of
'Yes' and 'No'," with scrip-
ture from James 5:12 will be
the evening, topic.
Special music will be by the
Adult Choir with the Rev. Ron
Hampton -as director,
Margaret Wilkins as organist,
and Diane Diiion as pianist.
Church-teaching will be at
40 a.m.. with Church
Training at six p.
Auditorium.
Two members of the
Murray State music faculty
will direct the orchestras.
Neale B. Mason 'will conduct
the advanced orchestra and
David Nelson the junior high
ensemble.




organization in which she has
been an active member since
1950.
Her appearances have in-
cluded numerous 'solo and
chamber music concerts,
including tours with the Britt
Cello Ensemble. Her cello
teachers were Jeanette
Barbour, Yvonne Tait, Horace
Britt, and Andre Navarra.
,She has also written several




The Douglas Civic Im-
provement Club will hold its
regular meeting Monday,
October 17, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Douglas Community Center
on L.P. Miller Street, Murray.
Ernestine Skinnner,
president, urges all members
and interested persons to
attend the meeting on Mon-
day.
"Agents of Reconciliation"
will be the topic for the ser-
mon by the Rev. Buz Rabatin
at the 10:45 a.m. worship
services on Sunday. October
16; at the First Presbyterian
Church. His scripture will be
from II Corinthians 5:17-22.
He will also have a children's
sermon. •
- -Kathy Mowery will be choir
director with Lisa Slater-in-
organist . .
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Joanna Adams, food service
director of the Calloway
County Schools, has released
the menus for the elementary
schools for the week of Oc-
tober 17-21, but menus for the
high school were not released.




slices, and ice cream;
Tuesday—sloppy Joe, whole
kernel corn, gelatin with fruit,
and cookie; Wednesday—
ground luncheon meat sand-
wich with egg, lettuce, cherry
cobbler, and corn chips;
Thursday—submarine sand-
wich, lettuce, tomato, banana,
aiid -iced cake; Friday—
cheeseburger, fries, lettuce,
' sliced peaches, and mar-
shmallow cookie.
MURRAY CITY
Glinda Jeffrey, food service
director of the Murray City
Schools, has released the
menus for the lunchrooms for
the schools for the week of




potato, peaches, and cookie;
Tuesday—turkey and gravy,
creamed potatoes, green




potato chips, apple, and carrot
sticks; Friday—fish sand-





fresh fruit or slaw, and'
„rookie; Tuesday — pizza or
hainburitr, corn, gelatin with
fruit _or peaches, and
'chocolate cake; Wednesday —
spaghetti or hamburger,
green beans, tossed salad or
pears, and french bread;
Thursday , _tacos or
hamburger, mexican beans,
applesauce or gelatin, and
cookie; Friday — mexican
casserole or hamburger,
green peas, fresh fruit or
gelatin, and cookie.
:-.MURRAY HIGH — ---
.Monday—chotce of corn
*Mr. Ted Wilson is now manager of the former
Wilson Woolley Studio in downtown Murray.
••Curtis & Mays Studio has earned a reputation As
the premier photographic studio in Western Ky. We
look forward to serving the "Quality Conscious"
residents of the Murray area.
"We also have a complete line of cameras, film,
and photo supplies for your convenience.
dog, toasted cheese, ham-
burger, hot dog, chef salad,
vegetables and fruits;
Tuesday—choice of pizza,
roast beef, hamburger, hot
dog, chef salad, fruits, and
vegetables; Wednesday—
choice of turkey and gravy,
beef stew, hamburger, hot
dog, chef salad, fruits, and
vegetable; Thursday—choice
of tacos, chuckwagon,
hamburger, hot dog, chef
salad, fruits, and vegetables;
Friday—choice of submarine,
fish sandwich, hamburger, hot
dog, chef salad, fruits, and
vegetables.
The First Baptist Church
will have worship services at
10:45 a.m. and seven p.m. on
Sunday, October 16, with the
Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker,
-pastor, as the speaker. His
morning subject will -be
"Filled With The Spirit" with
Scripture from Ephesians
5:18-20, and his evening
subject will be "Marriage,
Christ and The Bride" with
scripture from Ephesians
5:21-33.
Karen Atkins will sing a
solo, "How Beautiful Upon the
Mountain" at the morning
service with the Adult Choir,
directed by Wayne Halley,
minister of music, to sing at
both morning and evening
services. Toby Roberts will
sing "Forgive Me My Friend"
at the evening service.
Organists will be Richard
Jones and Joan Bowker.
Stanford Andrus, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
services.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training at
six p.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mr. and Mrs. David
Hill, Mr. and Mrs. Randy
Cunningham, Mrs. David
Travis, Mrs. Durwood Beatty,„
Miss 1.4iin Beatty, Miss Carol
Sears, Mr. and Mrs. Billy
' Brandon, -Mrs. Vaughn
- Vandegrift,- -and - Miss Carol
Beaman.
Charles Baugh Will Church Of Christ
Speak Sunday At Services Planned
Methodist Church
Charles Baugh, lay leader of
the Memphis Conference from
Mayfield, formerly of Murray,
will be the speaker at the
annual Laity Day observance
on Sunday, October 16, at the
8:45 and 10:50 a.m. services.
Sid Easley, church lay
leader, will preside and be in
charge of both services. The
Youth Choir will sing at the
8:45 hour. At 10:50 the
Children will sing a special
selection along with the an-
them by the Chancel Choir,
directed by Paul Shahan with
Bea Farrell as organist.
The Senior High and Junior
High United Methodist Youth
Fellowship groups will have
seperate meetings at 6:30 p.m.
with a snack supper to be





will have Holy Communion at
the 9:45 a.m. worship services
on Sunday, October 16, with
the Rev. Stephen Davenport
as the celebrant.
7th S. Wain
The University Church of
Christ will hear Bro. Kenneth
Hoover speak at the 10:30 a.m.
and six p.m. worship services
on Sunday, October 16 with
Ernie Bailey as song leader
and Wayne Williams to make
the announcements.
Bro Hoover will give the
third sermon on "Are They
Really Lost?" at the morning
services with scripture from
Romans 7:12-16 to be read by
Willard Ails. The evening




Also assisting in the ser-
vices will be George
Gallagher, Ogie Greenfield,
Sherrill Gargus, and Kenny
Hoover. Serving The Lord's
Supper will be Willard Ails,
Jimmy Ford, J.T. Page,
Bruce Miller, Joey West,
David Fitts, Gary Taylor,
Tom Ballard, and James
Feltner.
Nursery supervisors will be
Dorothy Nanny, Joy Waldrop,
Dee Gantt, Teresa Ford,
Verona Grogan, and Gina
Gargus.
Bible Study will be held at
9:30 a.m. Sunday.
And Just In Time For
CHRISTMAS
Give 'The Gift Only You Can Give
"YOUR PORTRAIT"
CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY
CURTIS & MAYS, Murray
304 Main Street 9-5 
Mon.-Fri. 753-7360
9-12 Sat.
